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LOCAL AFFAIRS

Liberty National Bank

NEW

OF ELLSWORTH

Unprecedented Record
Bank Safety

An

ADVERTISEMENT!!.

L. Adams.
Legal Notices.
Union Trust Co.
Mrs. A. P. Royal.
M.

of National

ORVrUl (JorrrTini.nl Mtat.-ni.-TU Jast published states:
"In the last fiscal year there was NO FAILURE

OF

ANT NATIONAL BANK in the entire United States
Involving one dollar's loss to any depositor. In the same

period, forty-live (45) State Banks and Trust Companies to nineteen (19) different States failed.”
I per rent, paid on checking accounts: 4 per cent, on savWhy not your account ? Correspondence and toings.
tervierrtog invited.

The Corner Store.
Silvy A Linnehan.
Mabel Shackford.
Harvard University.
Ja-Mo-Ka orchestra.

Alexander's Pharmacy.
E. S. Grindle, Bluehlll.
Classified Advertisements.
—-;-~

scHEon.B or hails.
EUawsrth PealeSn.

RECEIVED
West—5.4? a. m.; 4.11 p. m.
East—11.11 a. m.; *.47 and
HAILS

Prom
From
10-52 p.

m.

MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFFICE.
Going West—10.40 a. m.; 1.1* and
I p.

m.

Going East—(.1*

a.

m.; 3.45 p.

Sunday, arrives from West
closes for west at 4.50 p. m.
Eaat Sunday.

GREAT MARK DOWN SALE

m.

at ».1«;
No mall

Reglstored mall should be at postoffice half

SILK HOSIERY
Ladies’ Pure Silk and Fibre Hose in Black,
White, Navy. Castor, Mouse and Suede. In this
lot are such makes as Gordon, Monito and EverYou all know the gjr.ality.
wear.
_

MTL.

main street ellsWORTH. MAINE

*">

AUAIVIO,

Roy C. Haines, who has been on the
Pacific coast for some time, was at
home for Memorial day.
Tinker's new dancing show will
doubtless draw another big crowd to
Hancock hall to-morrow night.

Catherine, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David Carney, is seriously ill.
An abscess on the brain is feared.
J.
Manley Parker of Stockton
Springs has been the guest for a few
days of his sister-in-law, Mrs. Alice
Parker.
Mrs. D. Shirley Norris of Bar Harbor has been spending a few days
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. O. F.
Newman.
Miss
Doris
Heath
and
Misses
Katherine
McCann
and
Kathleen
O'Leary spent the week-end at Miss
Heath's home.
-Ui.

& Linnehan,

Silvy

Inc.

AGENTS FOR

Dodge, Cadillac, Dort, Oldsmobile
and Chalmers Cars
NYw I)ort niul Chalmers

for immediate de-

cars

Carload of Oldsmobiles expected

livery.

this week.
Second hand
D id

)fferings:
Touring Cars,

two Ford

Truck,

Touring Bodies,
one

<

one

Overland

two Ford

Ford Runabout

Touring Car

PUBLIC CAR SERVICE

Concert and

Dance

r

JA-MO-KA jan21v5^cS'cT^a 6 Pieces
farewell appearance

of this Famous Organization.
Being booked
solid from June until September. Reputed to be
ttie heat in New England.

Hancock Hall, Ellsworth, Saturday, June 5
CONCERT

X

<M>

TO

lltSCISO

H 4.1.

airs,

r unon j.

u eel man

New York are at their Ellsworth
home for a few days.
They will
spend the summer at Bar Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt A. Moore of
New York arrived Friday to spend
Memorial
day with Mr. Moore’s
mother.
They will return to New
York to-day.
Fred G. Smith hasbuilt a dancing
pavilion, 36x60 feet, on State street,
nearly opposite his home, and will
run a series of weekly or
semi-weekly
dances this summer.
He expects to
have the opening dance next Saturday night.
The Siivy & Linnehan garage has
taken the agency for the Oldsmobile
Delivery of a carload of these cars is
expected this week. This garage has
recently delivered the following cars:
Mrs <’. A. Hanscom. Ellsworth, a
Cadilluc; Capt. John Martin. Hancock,
a Chalmers: Charles D. Wiggin, Ellswroth, a Dodge: S. S. Estey, Ellsworth. a Dort.
Ernest Willey, formerly of Ellsworth. was arraigned in the Bangor
The hearing was continued until Thursday.
Willey was
arrested at St. Stephen. N. B.. and
had been held for some time awaiting an order from Canadian officials
for his delivery to the American
officers at Calais.
One of the largest dancing parties
of the season will take place in Hancock hall Saturday night. June 5,
when the famous Ja-Mo-Ka jazz orchestra of Bangor will play the latest
concert and dance hits.
This will be
the last time that the people of Ellsworth will have the pleasure of hearthis
orchestra
this
ing
season.
There will be a special concert program from 8 to 8.45.
Dancing will
commence at 3 and continue until 12.

0.00
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I

(Ml

Plants For Sale!
Farlinna

Tomato Plants,
Early Wakefield Cabbage,

Bargains
S.

Grindle's

Horses

in

L_ivery

Stable

Horses For Sale

40c

Doz.

25c Doz.

MA1IEL A. SHACKFOKD,
Ellsworth Falls,
Maine

WANTED

BLUEHILL

IA

ot

gor concern.

Telephone 123

h

.inu

municipal court yesterday, charged
with passing a bogus check on a Ban-

—

K.tXOOK

hour before mall closes.

The meeting of the Thursday club
will be held on Friday of this week
with Mrs. L. A. Leach.

Ladies’ Fibre Silk Hose in Cordovan. Sand and
Gray. Values up to $1.00 for 59^ a pair.

A n A UC

an

at

Hancock

House

I ncluding

|

Black Work or Driving Horses, age* II and 12, weight 2,500.
<*rajr and Chestnut, ages 10 anil 12 year*, weight 2,500.
1?“^'
uroan and 1
Gray, Driver#, each aged U years and weighing 000.
“»>*. Saddle or Driving.
tf vw
NEED A HORSE FOR ANY PURPOSE, DON’T MISS THIS OPpair

PORTCMTY.

Are You Giving Your Eyes

a

Fair Chance?

have come to me wearing a
cheap spherical glass when they should
have
had compound cylinder lenses
months ago.
byes corrected as they
should be may *ost you more to-day.
hut will save dollars in the future, and
perhaps your eyesight.

one or two

good

WAITRESSES

hotel office.

Several

:
*

Edward H. Baker
CL I.SWORTH
Oflce Over Moore’s Drug Store
IM Court street (Bridge Hill).
Telephone connection.
•«««*«

ifHHuui

in

Registered tye

***** hotel. Southwest
Harbor,ever> Monday during the

Subscribe

ANDERSON’S
CAFE'
THE RED FRONT

specialist

summer

for the AMERICAN

inary

Water Street, three doors
below Postoffice.

Union Trust Co.
POSTOFFICE SQUARE
This bank lias a

paid-in capital

$100,000

Making

Including
The

sum

the stockholders

which stands

as

by its stockholders of
liability imposed by law

banking

250,000
of

100,000

protection for its depositors is

Persons contemplating opening
(rood

$150,000

connections are

new

accounts and

cordially invited

360,000

establishing

to call.

Union Hiust Company |
q/’Ellsworth,Maine

NnU/

^me *°

*s

Protec* yourself

Liability Policy.

talk with

me

O,

with

an

Don’t start the

Automobile
until you

car

about it.

W.

Tapley
-I.

A.

119

Company

THOMPSON

IVIAirsi STREET

F*iro, Marino and Auto mobile Insurance
Ropreaenting

The Ellsworth A. A. baseball team
played its first game of the season
with an out-of-town team last Saturday afternoon at Wyman park, the
visiting team being the second team,
or “Ponies,” of the famous Easterns
of Brewer.
The Ellsworth boys showed up
well at the bat, hitting Doucette
safely fourteen times. Jordan and
McPhee were both given a chance in
the box for Ellsworth, doing good
work though hardly y*'t hitting the
season's stride.
Each t-iruck out six
men.
Jordan, in the first five innings. was hit safely six times, while
McPhee. in the last four innings,
was
hit four times, the Ellsworth
twirlers thus dividing honors pretty

The Equitable F*lr© and Marine Insurance Co

HARTFORD, CONN.

OF

C. C.

BURRILL

SON

&

—Established 18G7—

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of the

leading companies

of this and foreign cotmtitee

“TUMBLE INN” ,""Nsl?^p^S!'EHiN
IN THE WHITING BLOCK ANNEX

evenly.

j

LIGHT LUNCHES SERVED

The summary:
a

o

0
1
2
1
0
1
11
10
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
2

45 10 14 27
6
EASTERN PONIES.
ab r bh po a
5
2
2
0
4
McKnight, 2b.
5
110
0
Collins, rf,
4
1112
Cyr. 3b.
L. Pooler, cf,
5
0
1
3
0
4
1
0
Williams, ss,
0
0
5
0
3
8
0
Haner, c,
0
0
E. Pooler, if,
1
0
0
4
0
0
0
3
Tardiff, if.
4
0
0
7
0
Bell. lb.
4
2
2
2
4
Doucette, p,
Totals.

of

total invested In it

a

team.

ELLSWORTH.
ab r bh po
5
Austin, ss,
12
2
4
2
1 15
Sturtevant, c,
L. Fortier, lb.
4
5
2
2
O. Fortier, cf,
5
12
0
4
2
Johnston. 3b,
12
3
113
Robinson, cf,
5
1
Shea. If.
2
0
5
0
Lountler, 2b,
0
2
0
Jordan, p,
2
1
0
3
0
0
0
McPhee. p.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

In addition to this capital the bank has surplus and
undivided profits of

u-

Jane Todd
Dutch Dainties

HOME-MADE

““dt Rena
nLM»IL-MHL<C SWEETS
OWC.C.IO Marie Saunders

SPECIAL LINE OF DURAND’S CHOCOLATES

Our Ice-Cream cannot be excelled for

purity

flavor

Coca-Cola, pure and unadulterated.

ginning

next

and

7 cents be-

Monday

8
e

0
0
1
0
1
2
1
0

0
1

newspapers
MAGAZINES
STATIONERY

LAKEWOOD.
Mrs. William Norris of Beechland
and her son. Harry J. Allen, U. S.
M. C., from the submarine base at
New London. Conn., were recent visitors here.
John Ballantine of Boston spent a
few days here recently on his farm.

TUC

PHONED QTHDC
IliL UUnllLlt 0 I UI\L
p. c.

SCOTT, Proprietor
New

confectionery
ICE CREAM
SODA WATER

Line of

Cameras and Photographic Supplies
Suns hire Ccckics and Crackers

41
Totals.
7 10 24 10
6
Score by innings:
30210202 x—10
Ellsworth.
0 0 1 0 * 0 0 2 0— 7
Eastern Ponies.
Two-base hits. G. Fortier. Johnston,
Hit by pitcher. L.
Haner, Doucette 2.
Fortier. Robinson. Cyr.
Struck out. by
Jordan. 6; by McPhee. 6; by Doucette.
5.
Base on balls, off Jordan, 1; Doucette, 2.

Full

line

of

Draper &.

Bargains

Maynard

Easeball

Goods

in Dahlia Bulbs

1 lot named varieties which have become mixed so cannot tell colors, each.15<?
1

lot mixed colors, most of them single flowers,
each.10^

The Ellsworth Greenhouses

COMING EVENTS.

Telephone,

Thursday evening, June 3, at
Methodist vestry—Entertainment by
Methodist club; 10 cents.
Thursday evening, June 3, at Hancock hall—Dance; Tinker’s singing
orchestra.
Thursday, June 3, 4 p. m., at Wyman park—Baseball; Ellsworth high
vs.

-oThere will be a Bale of bric-a-brac,
some antiques, etc., at the home
of Mrs. A. P. Royal, State street. Friday
afternoon at 3 o'clock.—Advt.

43.

..-.-I

SCOTT’S SHOE SHOP

Rucksport seminary.

’"Rural hall, East Surry, Thursday
June 3—Dance.
evening,
Refreshments.
Saturday, June 5, at Wyman park,
2.30 p. m.—Baseball: Ellsworth A.
A. vs Radios of Bar Harbor.
Saturday evening, June 5, at Hancock hall—Dance; Ja-Mo-Ka jazz orchestra.

china,

Regular Dinner 50c

j
j

No. 22.

;i

BASEBALL.

Can make

good, big wages.
Apply by mail or at

AFTERNOON, JUNE 2, 1920.

M. J. Drummey of Woodfords was
In Ellsworth for Memorial day.
Miss Helene Bellatty, who teaches
in
the
Allen
normal
school
at
Thomasville, Ga., is at home for the
summer vacation.
There will be work at the regular
meeting of Irene chapter, O. E. S.,
Friday evening, followed by basket
lunch.
The committees of the Unitarian
fair are requested to meet at the
home of Mrs. George H. Gould tomorrow evening at 7.30 o’clock.
Mrs. D. L. Fields has purchased the
W. F. Aiken house on Oak street.
The Fields family will move to the
house from the house on Bridge hill,
which will be occupied after July 1
by Mrs. Margaret Neville, the owner.
Ellsworth friends of Mrs. Amos O.
Fortier will be pained to learn of her
death, which occurred Sunday at a
hospital in Skowhegan, where she
had been living for the past six
months.
Mrs. Fortier spent nearly
all of last year In Ellsworth, and by
her lovable disposition made many
friends, who regret her death.
Besides her husband, she leaves one
daughter. Ruth.
Charles Goodwin, wanted for alleged complicity in the McKinley
bank burglary last year, was arrested In Bridgeport, Conn., last week,
and is now lodged in the Hancock
county jail to await the October
term of court.
He was indicted at
the October term last year. Goodwin
was the owner of the Rockland Ashing sloop on which the men went to
McKinley and made their get-away
after blowing two safes.
He admits
his connection with the case, it is understood, but says that he was hired
by the others to take them to the
scene of the burglary.
Ellsworth
high school baseball
team has been going strong the past
week.
Last Wednesday afternoon at
Wyman park it defeated Brewer high
by the score of 8-6. Saturday forenoon. CherryAeld academy was disposed of by the score of 14-5.
Monday the Ellsworth boys
went
to
Bucksport for a game with the seminary team.
They lost, by the score
of 13-11, but were unfortunate in
running into a ground rule which
they think cost them the game. A
return game with the boys from
Bucksport will be played at Wyman
park to-morrow afternoon at 4
o’clock, when the Ellsworth boys
hope to turn the tables on the sem-

just received a new case of Children’s Play Oxfords, Ladies’ White Canvas Pumps and Oxfords,
Patent Leather Pumps with buckles, Men’s Dark
Brown Oxfords. Also a few pair of Black Gun Metal
Shoes for $7.50. All newr goods.

has

A dollar saved is twice earned.

300 Women’* Club*.
In the Philippines there are more
than 800 women's clubs.

Plenty of Fungi Eat*
More than 700 species of fungi are
found to be safe to eat and many are
considered eery nutritious.

MUTUAL BENEFIT COLUMN.

in a small piece of
other side down.

batting and

seer

the,!

Paying on the Nall.
An expression with which everyone
Is familiar Is “paving on the nail."
toto enjoy good health.
MOTTOHELPFUL ANT) HOPEFUL.
when the body is weakened.
of
comes front the old method of settling
good health is chiefly to maintain nor
best
the
restorative
of
trade
mal activity of the
In the early day
The purposes of this column are
account*.
stomach,
bowels,
^
succinctly stated in the title and motto
easily assimilated tonic-food.
liver, skm and kidneys.
and commerce, merchant* on change
—it is for the mutual benefit, and aims
their debt* by counting out
to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for
paid
the common good it is for the common
their gold on to a copper “nail"
use—a public servant, a purveyor of
Writinformation and suggestions, a medium
or table. In the market-place.
is the favorite nutrient recomfor the interchange of Ideas, in this caten receipt* are now almost universal,
pacity it solicits communications, and
a
mended
as
by
physicians
its success depends largely on the sup•
and these nails are no longer used;
Cut out three squares about one and !
Comport given it in this respect.
means of re-establishing
but two splendid specimens still remunications must be signed, but ths one-half Inches square, two dark, one !
name of writer will not be printed exstrength. Scott’s always
main among the moot Intereating treaslight; sew them together. Then sew a j
5.1. o# Ac. M.4.
cept by permission. Communications piece each side of It same as the center
nourishes and vitalises.
ures of the ancient
**■>• •» •!«
port of Briswill be subject to approval or rejection
W«,'.4
a
one
it
about
and
one-half
t
one.
Hare
S«t4 »..r .Sc,
by the editor of the column, but none
tol.
are each about four feel
They
will be rejected without good reason.
inches wide, you will have an H. then
!•
10c., ISc,
high, shaped like a gigantic bour-glasa.
Address all communications to The
sew two light stripes on the other side,
American. Ellsworth, Me.
There they stand In the busy street,
then dark again until you have ftve j
Bounce that "Betsey Prig" ha* at la*t a lasting monument to the Integrity of
Make the next
dark and four light.
been heard from.
lUuinnni: Jun.- I. the
In the Rockland the old trading and merchant class,
1
Dear M. B. Readers:
square a dark center, and so on.
Subscript^,,
Courier Gazette of May 22 la printed who
I asked myself, what shall I give to think ft takes thirty-six for a quilt.
paid on the nail and scorned a Ih-tee of The American will b,, *.>
in
wrote
which
*he
enjoyable poem
the column this week that is especi- When you sew It together have every
a Tear.
Subscribe Now.
receipt.
ird read at a recent meeting of
ally appropriate to the sunny, blos- other center dark. Tou will have nine Plea Rant River
grange. Vina! haven
soming season of the year? And the stripes and two small squares. Am It 1* called
'Alphabetical Jingles,"
first answer which came to me was afraid I haven't explained It plainly,
which Includes name* and charactersee
“Sunshine and Roses,” for graduistic* of members from A to Z.
ations are near.
It gives me much pleasure to an•
•
•
Quite likely it is the little volume
Some time ago the following clipand
with
that
“Sunshine
title,
ping was received from one of our
COll-I> HARDLY
Roses,” which contains so many
I regret I cannot credit it
a umber.
DRAG AROIND
hopeful and cheery verses and quotato the render;
tions.that brought the thought to me
Several yearn ago it came to me. that
so promptly, and on every page of the
On Verge of Breakdown Mrs. Dion if 1 did not mend
my ways 1 ahould be
book there are faint tracings of roses
Takes Tanlac and Troubles are
very crone, disagreeable woman, unin a delicate shade of pink.
So here
Over.
ices 1 could rid myself of thst bugis my first quotation:
Dear. Discontent.
Accordingly. X begsn
"I was right on the verge of a to "count my mercies." ss s deer old
The sun is bright, the air is clear,
1
breakdown
when
started
physical
colored mummy of mine used to say.
The darting swallows soar and sing.
taking Tanlac." said Mrs. Clara Dion,
Just
same
it.
When
try
everything Is
And from the stately elms I hear
who resides at 1155 Elm street. Man- topsyturvy end
ere
dissatisfied
you
The bluebird prophesying spring.
that makes
chester, N. H., recently.
Continuing with yourself and your environments;
she said:
So blue yon winding river flows.
arhen the clouds are so dark thst you
so
It seems an outlet from the sky.
"For two years I have been suffer- loubt the possibility of even the extsit
or
Where, waiting t ill
the west
as
wi^d ing from a sever* stomach trouble, ience of s "silver lining." sit down with
you
blows.
and my appetite was so poor that it Den and paper (or if your time is too
the
used.
The freighted clouds at anchor lie.
hardly seemed possible for a grown imtted. say them over to yourself) and
wonder so
it to
person to survive on the little I ate. ■nake a list of your blessings. ComAll things are
the
birds, the
new;
and 1 finally got so bad that the odor Dare your lot with thst of your friends
alone
on account
not
taste
but because
leaves
of anything cooking would nauseate knd acquaintances Would you change
That gild the elm tree's nodding
of its abundant heahhAilness.
I lost a great deal of weight .and Diaces with any one of them. Think
me.
crest.
>f thst next-door neighbor.
was so weak and run down it was
Have you
And even the nest beneath the eaves;
"
with the greatest effort I
could do act many blessings of which she has
There are no birds in last year's nest.
never
dreamed?
housework
and
at
the
end
the
Before
of
you are aware
my
a
day 1 could barely drag one foot after >f It, your list will be so long that you
All things rejoice in youth and love.
the other, and at times I would have nave well-nigh forgotten the beginThe fullness of their first delight!
Made
Poatum Cereal Co.
be com- ning. Lay it on your desk, or pin it up
And learn from the soft heavens above such weak spells 1 would
pelled to catch hold of something to n your room, and every day as you
The melting tenderness of night.
Battle Creek..
kre
reminded
of
other
causes
For some time I
for
keep from falling.
Maiden that read'st this simple rhyme, have
also suffered terribly from :bank»giving. write those down. too.
e
•
•
will
it
not
in
side
and
back,
Enjoy thy youth,
stay;
my
sharp pains
I think the good sisters must have
which made it very difficult for me to
Enjoy the fragrance of thy prime,
For O. It is not always May!
stoop, and kept me in misery all the given up the struggle with high
time.
prices, or. possibly, are worn out
Enjoy the spring of love and youth.
"I had taken many different medi- with the struggle: anyway, they do
To some good angel leave the reat.
but none of them did me a aot seem to make any complaint.
For time will teach thee soon the truth. cines,
of good, and I had become However, "most folks" can get along
There are no birds in last year's nest. particle
However, with old clothes, but all must eat to
very much discouraged.
—Longfellow.
So
after seeing so many statements in live it they want to live to eat.
•
•
•
the newspapers where Tanlac had ;ry Nell's recipe:
German Apple Cake—Sltt together
Another selection:
benefited others I decided to give it a
pne pint flour, one and one-half teaTo the common every-day woman, trial, and my
improvement since I bewho feels as if she was a nothing in
has simply been re- spoons baking-powder and one-half
gan taking it
Work Into it two tathis world, who thinks she has no in*
I bad taken but a few teaspoon salt.
markable.
Add a beaten egg
fluence. I will tell you of one thing that doses when
im- blespoons butter.
my appetite had
and milk to make a medinm batter.
will bring the blue skies in your own
proved so I could eat three hearty Pul into
life and will make you a shining light
baking-pan and press into
1 conmeals a day and enjoy them.
the batter the points of apples previin your own community.
In one of the tinued
taking Tanlac until now I can
ously
pared, cored and cut Into
country towns in Northamptonshire. eat anything I want and everything
Sprinkle thickly with suEngland, there is a graveyard, and on agrees with me perfectly, and I have eighths.
gar mixed with a little cinnamon.
a small
stone there is this inscription
not had the least sign of those dreadBake in a fairly hot oven.
A friend
after the name and date:
“She was
ful pains in my side and back since I
tells me she adds raisins.—Nell.
always pleasant.” She had not been
1 have
it.
Edited by

-Ann*

Madge.-'

Pansy put tour alike together, then
a row ot one color around those, and !
so Increased it; as she began hers (or I
a couch cushion, but Anally made it
It can be lined and
into a quilt.
then bouud around to complete it.
For a cushion or sofa pillow silk j
pieces are good to use. "Pansy" also
sends directions for a Company H ;
quilt made of print pieces.

j

EXCESSIVE ACIDITY
is at the bottom of most
digestive ills.

KMfOIDS

indigestion afford pleasing and prompt relief from
the distress of acid-dyspepsia.
for

r

MADE BY SCOTT A BOWNE
MAKERS of scorrs emulsion

[

IOlfter

Iw

A Woman’s

Sickness!

Right

The*??*

I

isanj

Scott’s Emulsion

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

I

j
j

Cup Of ^
INSTANT POSTUM
Each.

contains the
of goodness

mild

strong

by varying

MOORE’S PHARMACY.

No

prefer

quantity
many prefer

coffee,

of

EVERYBODY’S GOING
So make your plans to attend

MAINE’S GREATEST EVENT

State of Maine
Centennial Celebration
at PORTLAND

June 23-Juiy 5
Particularly interesting features mvary

day. Write for booklet, etc.
aao
State of Maine Centennial Publicity
Committee. City Hall, Portland, Me.

After you eat—always take

FATONIC

fca^gtrvoOw"stomach’s s&D
Instantly relievo* Heartburn. Bloated C■—y
realise. Stop* indigeetwo. food soaring. repeating. and ail the many ougw caused by

Acid-Stomach
EATON!C i« the boat remedy. Tens of tboowonderfully benefited, raitmly rueran teed
to please or we will refund money.
Call and get a big box today. Horn wUl e*u.
se nd«

K.

U.

MOOKE,

&S

MAIN

HT.

Truty-

There's

rich; the stone was small.
The grave
is in a retired part of the graveyard, so
she could not have been a prominent
woman, but she was “always pleasant.”

a

be $2

*

•

Pansy sends directions for making
puff quilt:
Take a piece of cloth (old will do)

in three Inches square.
Then
piece of worsted cloth four
inches square, sew three sides of the
two pieces together, laying a pleat in
the larger one in the middle of the
side so they will come out even.
Put
and cut

Price of The American will
Year.
Subscribe Now.

for POSTUM
Michigan

•

a

Ifeason
by

Ellsworth, Maine

Beginning June 1, the Subscription

|

popular.

beverage

Make

uniform quality
this table

cut

out

a

began taking
strength so that I

regained

my

can do all my own
housework for my house of eleven
1 do
rooms with tbe greatest ease.
not feel tired and worn out any more
Tanand am always full of energy.
lac has done me so much good l am
to
a
of
the
say
glad
good
opportunity
word for it."
in
Ellsworth
Tanlac is sold
by E.
G. Moore, in Sullivan by Dunbar
Bros., ia Little Deer Isle by H. G.
Eaton, in Ashville by C. C.- Small,
and by the leading
druggists in
every town.—Advt.

Memorial Cottages.
The number of lives the war took
has not been adequately reckoned. The
number of families It broke up la likewise uncounted.
Vet right after it we
have a greater shortage of honsing
than ever. There is Interest In this
connection in a letter to the London
Spectator, evidently from one of the
sufferers of the war. It contains a suggestion which may or may not be new
in this country.
The writer calls attention to an
article In the London Chronicle telling of the building of 120 cottages for
ex-service
fnen
in
Westmoreland,
called war memorial cottages.
It is
not clear to him whether these were
built by public or private funds, but
never mind that
"Would It be possible,” he asks, “for Individuals to do
likewise?
What more practical memorial of any fallen hero than to provide a borne for a disabled soldier or
sailor or for his widow and children?"
Though oar war widows and orphans and our disabled soldiers are
few compared with the losses of Great
Britain, we have need enough for more
houses, and the memorial cottage Idea
is not a bad one.
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One

cap .«*ar. rap but ter, 1 np ax*
apple more. 1 IrMpooa Wad** *
Iv» raia n««r. I speck salt. I cap
seeded. rh«*m>«at aad floured. 1 tee*****"
Slade* ( -nnjm..n. S teaapooa W*d«'i CV-’e*
i">
lra<poal Made’* Nut me*, V« Iraapwa blade
•ple*.
nt*'l
the
CYtam the butter and add ©»e-fealf of
*
•dd the remainder cf the sue sr tr» the opplr •*
end then a :rt that to the if«t tnliture.
the d’-y ln*r-dl<r-n*» and add them, ftlr In
Baba three-quartet
pr-par 1 xatstfM laet.
Frost when c
an hour ifl a moderate ovea.
e*»s«i

.,
—

err”---•-«

ca.pf*, cooks

and

I Spices because they flavor
I Slade*a.

How She Knew.
Hoosler school teacher received a
very indignant note from one of her
patrons, demanding that she stop some
boys from annoying her tiny daughter
on the way home from schooL
Immediately after she had read the note
the teacher began an Investigation.
She asked the little girl, “How do
these boys annoy you?”
“Why, they talk awful about me and
to
me,'* explained the youngster,
“They cuss me and say terrible

D. St L.. Slade

A

housekeeper* recommtr ! Ma
and best. Ask CroCcr*

i'

moot

Co.# Boston, Mju>s.

MflnVhBNHBBmaciamaaHaamHaw mss

things."
“But how do yon know they are
cursing and the things are really terrible?” persisted Miss Teacher.
Even she was stunned by the wee
child’s answer, “Because," she reasoned. “they are just like the things
my papa says when he gets mad at my
mama."

Paint Time

Difference In Situations.
Away out in a remote and snowdrifted draw, separated from the herd,
an old cow stands between a fir tree
and a bowlder, her calf behind her,
desperately defending it against a ring
of wolves capable of playing a waiting game through the long night This
is a scene common enough in the
West about which artists painted
vivid pictures and authors wrote stir-

It’s here—and we are ready to apthe paint that gives real satisfaction. It is the well-known

ply

Dutch Boy White-Lead
mixed with pure linseed oil, turpentine
tinting matter to meet surface,
weather and color conditions. Your
choice as to color can be matched 1

Sand

ring stories, mighty good press-agent
Ynatertal for the department of agriculture's predatory animal campaign.
But who would write a thrilling story
or paint a picture about a prairie
dog
running out of Its hole and filling Its
stomach
with
grama
grass?—Exchange.
-o-

Beginning

June 1, the Subscription
Year.
Subscribe Now.
Price of The American will be $2

a
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Scm

exactly.

a

Let us submit color suggestions
suitable for your house. Call, write,
or phone.
^

J

Chas. F. Fuller
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FOUND CARDS WERE MARKED

Red
Mood

B«v«l.tlon, That Cam, ,, , 8h0ck
Woundtd Soldiers In Hospital
at

Hero is
"mark era."

Rich, red blood coursing through
vour feins is • sure sign of a good
digestion. Unless your stomach,
liver and other digestive organs are
working

promptly

and

thoroughly,

the blood cannot assimilate all the

nourishment from your food; your
energy and vitality are not renewed.
• Eat all you want, only avoid too
much pastry and rich foods, but b*
sure to take plenty fit time, to chew

slowly and well. Chewing is tha
first part of the process of digestion.
A teaspoonful of “L.F.” Atwood's
Medicine occasionally, will purge
your system of impurities, and allow only nutritious elements to
It will keep your
enter the blood.
liver active and you.will get the full
benefit of your food."
t Keep a bottle of “L.F.” always
It is absolutely harmless
on hand.
under all conditions,
and will help young
and old alike, ft has
been a household remedy in many families
for three generations.
Your dealer sella it
for 50c a bottle. If you
have never tried it, get
t bottle today, “L.F.”
Medicine Co, Portland,
Maine.

melancholy

story

about

are marked
playing cards
he "hfl Plays
may read the
hacks of the cards.
Wounded soldiers
under treatment In the
Walter Reed

sloop

o'

war.

No

ty knows It* history. From all
appearance* this washed out corpse In
aa (V ein graveyard was once a saucy
war vessel, mounting nine gun*. In
dud g the old time how chaser that
use! to hark with ferocity at pursuing
vengeance.
The ship Is hlufT-howed. her spikes
are handwrought. her ribs nre of stout
oak and her bowsprit, broken short
at the cap la a mighty headstone on a

sandy

grove.

The old salts who are experts on
such matters say the buried hull Is
an old British sloop.
During the war
of 1*12 privateers manned by adventurous Yankee* frequently hung about
Jones' Inlet, towing In their prlre* for
anchorage and running to shelter
when British men o'-wnr. out for revenge bore down upon them.
Another tradition unearthed from
the old skippers of clipper ships, nowcome to anchor on
the Rockaway
•bores, ha* It that CapL Jone*. for
whom Jones' Inlet was named at one
time Just prior to the Revolutionary
war. pursued a profitable trade In contraband in the vicinity, unknown to
the Britldi customs The handwrought
•pikes and the general shape of the
rotting wreck plainly Indicate that
*h« was an oldtlmer, very likely of
Revolutionary time*.

Village Within Extinct Volcano.
■Bottom" I* the (mrndoxteal name
of a Hide village perched on the peak
of mountain which comprise* the
Warn! of Saha. In the Caribbean sea.
No other spot in the world I* quite
like Saha: of all the Islands of the
troplcnl seas. It Is the strangest, the
raost forbidding. Sheer conical, frownlog, this island rises from the waves,
•ts topmost pinnacle veiled In
drifting
doods 3,000 feet

above

the sen,

Its

coast

rock-bound and precipitous. It
Is seldom sighted
by ships, but those

*•)<> do pass it would never dream
™f It was
Inhabited.
The mountain Is an extinct volcano
and the town of
Itottom rests In Its
ctater
No
harbor
breaks
Saha's
coast; there Is no
safe landing place
or
anchorage, and If one would visit
loan one must
*rep ashore from a
boat and climb a sleep stairway
0
hundreds of stone steps or toll up
a
narrow, difficult trail.
Every article
toitgi,to Saba
from the outside
_or!d ron*t be carried up the heights
*

inhabitants

a\e

are

sailors,

as

they

been since the earliest times, tuid
tough they sail the seven seas

""ays return

they

to

their Island home.

be Artistic
Temperament.
The landlady
announced that a welln°"n humorist and
cartoonist was to
u® at our
boarding house and we
aj.
expectations of meeting a Jolly
* "c-'low
who would drive dull care
a
"hen he arrived he Insisted
lavln» * small table by himself,
of drawing his chair up
f ta,)le
always drew the table to
him
b ,. eating facing the wall, with his
the quests, and declined to
*UJ'one- Al*
all he was a sad
char-"
,0 Ease utHin and a
a:
great
to
:he guests.-:Ex-

,**■

tuwj

^•Ppolutmeut
«^i

"Mark Him Duty."
culthy patient—Oh. doctor. 1 have

this'

°

ate

given

'leeks,
nse.1

hut

Washington play cards
They use decks which
to | the
hospltnl. not new
those

which

have

been

hy Washington clubs, especially bridge whist clubs of women In
society.
Keon-eyed soldier*. as the story now
goes, were surprised to
discover one
da> t mt some of the cards were
marked hy small knife point Indentations on the border of the
back. The
marking waft not accidental.
Scrutiny showed that the high cards
once

eight spot up to ace—were
carefully
marked. The marks were so faint as
to he almost
Imperceptible, hut a person familiar with
them could rend the
hack*.

Immediately

there wns a search for
cart! marker, for the soldiers
may
gamble a bit now and
then—officially
they don’t, but actually they—well,
the

queens

What
is CASTORIA
harmless substitute for

c
t-astoria is

A

---

a

Castor Oil, Paregoric,
It is pleasant.
It contains
neither
other narcotic substance. Its
nge is its guarantee. For more than thirty years it has
been in constant use for the relief of
Constipation, Flatulency,
wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishness arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food;
giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

Drops

Soothing Syrups.
Opium, Morphine nor

and

GENUINE

CASTORIA

The Kind You Have
_*

Always Bought

COM ^ANV,

Alphabet*.
The letters In the alphabets of the
world vary from 12 to 202 In number.
The Hawaiian alphabet has the smallest number, the Tartarian the
largest.

1

NWW VO W K

The Serbs used to t>e

■

'■ ■"

Why
•

Majority of the Smaller
Come on Goodyear Tires

a

Last year

more

cars

using 30x3-, 30x3V2-,

4-inch tires were factory-equipped
with Goodyear Tires than with any other
31

or

x

kind.
This is plainly a result of* the high relative
value produced in these tires for the smaller
cars by Goodyear’s enormous resources and

scrupulous

care.

They represent the same intense endeavor
to supply utmost satisfaction in tires that
has laid the basis for the marked preference
which exists everywhere for
in the larger sizes.
This real

Goodyear value

Goodyear Tires

in tires is available

for your Ford, Chevrolet, Dort, Maxwell, or
other car using one of these sizes, at our
Service Station. Go there for these
tires and Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes.
nearest

re-

30x3*6 Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, All-Weather Tread_

$•^'3 50

30 x 3*6 Goodyear Single-Cure
Fabric, Anti-Skid Tread_

$^1 50
**

1

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tubes that
reinforce casings properly. Why risk a good casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more
than tubes of less merit.

proof bag

30x3Vi

size

in

water-

.....

Authorized Service

$450
“f*

In

my buildings.

Station

-F" 01-

*,

TJte

11

Cars

Deserves None.
"Things ain't goln' to suit me In
tills country." said the seedy citizen.
“Bald yoiir poll tax lately?” asked
the brisk old gentleman.
"No"II..*. long has It been since you
voted?”
"
Bout twelve years, I reckon."
“L’lnphl You are not going to get
any
sympathy from me.”—Birmingham Age-Herald.

permitted

"

t

t

mnrkably proud of their metropolis.
Did they not possess a city with firstclass hotels, electric cars, a boulevard,
good shops and all olher modern conveniences. not to mention a profusion
of the coffee houses and gardens so
dear to the heart of the Serb?
The coffee houses of Belgrade are
more of an Institution than the tavern
ever was In London. A cupful of black
coffee In a public garden, a military
band playing the weird Slavic songs,
ami the young i-eople dancing the old
folk dances on the grass—these represent the height of contentment to the
Serb after a day's work.

CITY,

3,000,000 Matches a Minute.
The civilized nations of the
world.
It has been computed, strike
3,000,000
matches every minute of the 24 hours.

MWMWi

Belgrade Hit Hard by War.
Belgrade, the capital of Serbia and
Jugo Slavla. Is now a mere shell of Its
former self.

ALWAYS

In Use For Over 30 Years

>

Sports Among Citizen Soldiers.
Australia’s cadets, the citizen soldiers who are trained under her compulsory home defense system, have
a
warm-hearted friend In Brigadier
General Brand, state commandant and
one of
the most distinguished AusGentralian leaders In the late war
eral Brand recognizes that routine Is
Irksome and he Is popularizing senior
cadet work hy combining with It
sports programs whereby the keenest
rivalry In athletics will he encouraged
throughout Victoria. General Brand's
scheme has been enthusiastically welcomed hy the hoys and by citizens'
committees, who have joined heartily
In the sporting competitions between
ami
training
battalions,
brigades
This new waf of making solarea*.
diers means the Introduction of a common
Interest among the units, skill,
discipline and clean rivalry

|*ono'n8-

for the American

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
Ail Counterfeits, Imitations and “
Just-as-good ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Edants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
—

Cy'\,X,

represented.

*a * °°bT I can’t
go to the office
Can’t you do something

Subscribe

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
i-i use for over over 30 years, has borne the
signature of

j

1

Probably First Moving Pictures.
America Is not the original home nf
*he moving picture.
This assumption
j
Is disproved hy an apparatus of an- I
dent Siamese civilization recently re- 1
discovered. The apparatus consists of
«
number of ancient movie machines
unearthed at
the^Natlonnl museum In ;
New York, where" they had been hidden awnv In boxes since their presentation to this country hy the king
of Slntn In 1S7.\
The cinematic art as practiced hundred* of year* ago In Slam was carrierI on as follows: The roper noraN*r of figures. designed from leather
hy hand, were mounted on rods and
projected on the screen hy the hand of
the operator. The screen was a white
cloth hung between the audience and
the light.
The shadows were manlpulated hy the operator’s pushing the
manikins
along In n trough. As
action advanced through climax and
nnfl-cllmax. the operator recited In a
singsong voice five-reel dramas of the
love and wrongs of the kings and

Turning Him Down
The Flat Hunter—You will And me
an especially desirable tenant In nil
M“dko (Just out>—(let out ! respects. You will pardon my saying
’"n y°u see I’m
busy? There J It. but I believe every man should blow
but ''
a'hvihing the matter with you.
his own horn.
r°U e"*'
brick-The Home Sector
I
Landlord—Horn blowing Is not
for

Lydia
Vegetable Compound.

*

th'spitnl In
continually.

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

Nothing Helped

''Markers

T*

it’s nobody's business if one
wounded
buck private wishes to wager another
wounded buck private that his five
cards heat t’other chap’s five cards.
Anyhow, if somebody wns marking
rards
In
the
hospital the boys
wished to talk to him. But Investigation
revealed—and this Is where the
OCEAN CASTS UP OLD SHIP
hospital soldiers were shocked—that
whatever marking was
done took
Identity of Ancient Vessel Pound on
place before the cards arrived at the
Rockaway Beach Uncertain—May
hospital. Not all decks were marked,
Be Hietoric Pirate.
only a deck now and then.
The Inference seems to be that
R ;.away Bench has another sensnsomebody in Washington club life,
c
tier
Brooklyn Kagie states Not woman’s
club life at that. Is graciousContent with washing up hundred* of
ly giving the wounded soldiers oncel« of cmbs. lobsters and clams, i
thoutjs**d card decks which have somehow
the t-ai tide recently dug an ancient ,
been knife-pointed. The war veterans
relic out of the sands and left
oceat
say that they have been shell shocked
It to bleach In a winter * sun. like
and otherwise startled, hut
they are
some skeleton of a departed dinosaur.
vnst!y amazed at a phase of society
Ac--ng to C»t>t. Joseph Meade of
life In Washington.
the lift hnway coast gunnl stallon, II
Is an old

PAINS NEARLY
DOUBLEDJE UP

to

Washington.

a

North Dakota’* Lignite.
government report says “the fuel
! problem has been forever solved In
j North Dakota.” The western half of
the state Is underlaid with lignite, the
; beds estimated to contain 600,000,000,000 tons. Over thousands of square
Me Until I miles this soft coal lies so close to the
surface that farmers merely dig a
Took
E. Pinkham’s
hole In their own fields nnd take out
the coal ns they require it. During
1918 1,000,000,000 tons were mined. If
Wyandotte, Mich.-“For the last the farmer Is too busy with his farm
four years I have doctored off and on
work to help himself, he can buy It
fMiniiimiiiiiKmnimrnwithout hein. i
for $1.50 or $1! per ton. Many of the
have had pains
‘urge grain elevators arc operated by
every month so bad
power furnished by coal that Is mined
that I would nearly
an the spot, and this general economy
double up.
Sometimes 1 could not
In fuel has aided materially In lnsweep a room with- ; creasing the per capita wealth.
out stopping to rest,
and everything I ate
Captain of Industry at Three.
my stomach.
upset
Little Edward Is Just 3 years old,
Three years ago
I lost a child
but “going on 4.” He Is very fond of
and suffered so
his grandmother's home and often Is
« UU.U1V UWl 1 WtWUUl
a young visitor. His last call was last
of my head at times. My bowels did
Sunday afternoon. Grandmother, who
not move for days and I could not eat
without suffering. The doctor could not had been taking a nap, was a bit late
help me and one day I told my husband coming downstairs to greet her fathat I could not stand the pain any
vorite guest. She found him cuddled
longer and sent him to the drug-store up In the big easy chair In front! of the
to get Tie a bottle of Lydia E. PinkEdward
smiled
ns
she
ham’s Vegetable Compound and threw fireplace.
stooped to kiss him, but, boyllke, that
the doctor's medicine away.
After
taking three bottles of Vegetable Com- was about the only sign of afTectlon
from him.
pound and using two bottles of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Sanative Wash I could do
“Get up. dear/ urged Edward’s
own
housework. If it had not been mother, “that’s grandmother’s chair.”
my
for your medicine I don’t know where I
"No, It isn't,” asserted the young
would be today and l am never without
“I beat her to It.”
a.bottle of it in the house. Vou may man,
publish this if you like that it may help
Possible Restraint.
some other woman.”—Mrs. Mary
"There is a great deal of danger In
Stendeb, 120 Orange St., Wyandotte,
ilich.
all this socialistic literature.”
“I suppose so,” replied the man who
Is exasperating!}' tranquil. “And yet
Dictionary of Arabs Is Ponderous.
If a man would take the trouble to
Arabic dictionaries of 500 years ago, | read
and understand all that has
which are still the great authority for
been written about socialism before
students in that language, more than !
embarking in business as a ’red,' he'd
surpass the ponderous dictionaries of
lie entirely too old to participate in
Europe, even the famous many-vol- any active demonstrations.”
umeil etymological Index of Lnrousse,
the monumental work of all modern
Evidence Stork Had Traveled.
tongues. The Arabic dictionary most
Julia had been over to see the neighused by scholars familiar with no
bor’s new baby and upon her return
other language, which was made In
was asked how she liked It, to which
the tluie of the great Caliph Hnroun
she replied:
"Well, mother, it Is all
al Rasehld, Is In 20 quarto volumes
right, only the stork must have been a
and weighs close to ll» pounds. There
Is a 50-pound, ten-volume abridgement | long time on the way with it, for It
certainly is awfully tanned."
of It. presumably for use at home.
A

MORANG'S
Ellsworth,

Bar

Harbor,

GARAGE!

West Sullivan

and

Sedgwick,

IVIaino

STATE OF MADE.
John Williams of Bath are spending
Gouldsboro.
<U 8.)
few days at R. H. Williams’.
3. E. Coffin fell and broke two ribs HANCOCK 99.—To the Sheriffs of our
Irvin Rollins and family of GouldsCounties or either of their Deputies.
last week.
-■-■...rrr—
ICs:.
GREETING:
boro spent the week-end at E. J. RolA civil service examination will be
We commind
Published
to attach the
you
1 held at Ellsworth Tune 2®. to make
lins’.
roods or estate of Frederick Smith of
BYERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Charles Goodwin and wife visited ; certification to an a contemplated Philadelphia in the County of Philadelat
their daughter. Mrs. Webster at Tre- 1 vacancy in the position of fourth- phia and State of Pennsylvania to the
MAINE
ELLSWORTH.
value of one hundred dollars, and sumj mow
mont, last week.
the said defendant < If he may be
j class postmaster at Gouldsboro.
j
by the
Fred Orcntt of Rumford and Miss
The schools had memorial exercises found in your precint) to appear beHANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
Verna
Dennison of Freeport are Friday afternoon, with appropriate fore our Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be holden In Ellsguests at the home of Alden Ryder.
program, and then marched to the worth within and for our
W H. Titus. Editor and Manager.
County of
C. O. Hardison and family of Ban- cemetery and placed flags and flowers Hancock, on the fourth
Tuesday of
April next, then and there In our said
gor spent Sunday and Memorial day
on the graves of the soldiers.
From
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
to answer unto Willis A. Ricker.
at the home of their parents, Mr. and
there they went to the shore, casting Court
of Castlne. In the
fin*- year.%.62.00
County of Hancock,
Mrs. E. O. Hardison.
flowers upon the water, and then j collector of taxes for
said town of Carj
fix months .61.00
31.
"Echo.”
May
marched back to the school-rooms. tine for the year 1*1*. duly elected and
Three months .60c
sworn,
said Willis A. Ricker having
A. Young, the only G. A. R. soldier
i been elected as said collector of
Single Copies .6c
Franklin.
left here, met them at the school- on March 17. A. D. 1*1*. to serve taxes
until
Mrs. A. S. Gray returned to Sulli- house and escorted them to the cem- the next annual town meeting on
Business communications should be
Mmr h 15. A. D 1*20; for that the Mid
van Friday.
etery.
addressed to. and checks and money
defendant
on the first day of April. A.
Mrs. Victor Peavey and young
David P. Guptill and family of !>. IMS. was then and there
to
made
Hancock !
•rders
the owner
payable
daughter of Bangor are guests at W. Eddington are guests of relatives of personal property situated In aaid
Ellsworth.
County
Publishing Co..
town, to wit. one automobile, and tbere
T. Havey’s.
I
here.
His
Lovina
mother,
Guptill.
Maine.
taxable; and then and there Arthur W
Mrs.
Ellsworth Long and two will accompany them home.
Patterson. J Walter Weeks and Wildaughters will leave Wednesday for
bert L Ordway were the duly elected
Etttah."
May 31.
and legally qualified assessors of said
Texas, where they will join Mr. Long.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2. 1920.
town of Castine,
and
did
Mrs. Charles Clark of Bangor, who
duly and
assess
legally
the
upon
personal
has been with her parents. W. H.
Trenton.
property of the said Defendant, to wit.
ELLSWORTH FALLS,
Card and wife, was joined by Mr.
All are pleased to know that Mrs. uj>on sai l automobile, as a part of hi*
proportion of the town taxes and as a
Clark Monday.
Addle Copp is better.
part of his due proportion of the State
Butler and wife have
Ivory F.
B. F. Jordan, son Albert and fam- and county taxes
Mis? Ethel Crocker and Harvard
allotted to said town
moved
from
Beacon
Falls.
Conn.
for the year then current, the followof
Northeast
Mrs.
Lorenily.
Harbor,
Bray of Bangor were home over Suning sum. to w it. upon his said personal
have
taken
rent In Mrs. Martha
They
zo
Woodworth
and
son
Harold.
Bar
and
Monday.
day
property, to wit. aaid automobile, the
; Harbor,
and Mrs. Harry Newton. sum of
Waldo L. Higgins and wife hare Havey’s house.
dollars.
(12! 00);
Memorial day services at the town spent the week-end at their old home and the twenty-one
said assessors afterwards, to
keen visiting here the past week. !
1
of May. A. D.
The;- will leave to-day for Northeast hall were largely attended. Mr. here.
1*1*. did make a
1st thereof
Mrs. Annie Gilbert. Who is at Bar and of ail the taxesperfect
Harbor, where they have employment Scammon’s address was a strong plea
of Mid town under
for whatever makes for the better- Harbor for the summer, was here for their hands,
lor the summer.
and did commit the same
to Willis A. Ricker, of that name, who
Joseph Patterson and wife of ment of our grand, free Cnited Memorial day.
was then and there duly elected and
Boyd A. Blaisdell. chairBrewer visited Mrs. Patterson's pa- States.
W.
May 31.
qualified as collector of taxes of said
man. introduced the speaker with a
rents Sunday and Monday.
town, with a warrant of that date. In
-oGrafton
due form of law under their hands;
The funeral of Miss Bertha L. Joy few well-timed remarks.
ami the plaintiff avers that due notice
Bunker delivered Lincoln's GettysTromont.
eras held at the home Thursday afterthereof
has be«>n
to
said, deFred Thurston has employment In fendant. and that given
noon. Rev. Henry IV. Conley officiat- burg address, which he had memorbefore
the tomPastor Brooks gave a short Rockland.
mencement of this suit, to wit. on the
The flora! offerings were pro- ized.
ing
The choirs
day of October. A. D.
fuse and beautiful.
Interment was address at the cemetery.
Joseph Kelley returned to his work twenty-second
1*1*. payment of said tax was by the
of both churches gave line selections in
at Juniper cemetery.
Massachusetts
His plaintiff duly demanded of j*ald
Saturday.
deat
the
Miss
Lola
accomhall,
Dyer,
Reuel Whitney and wife, who
mother, Mrs. Jacob elley. accom- fendant. and was refused, whereby,
by reason of the statute in such
•ante here recently from Marietta. O., i panist.
panied him as far as Bangor for a and
case
made and provided, an action has
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hanson and few
and who have been looking about for
days' visit
accrued to the plaintiff to have and resons left Friday for a visit at Kinga place to locate, have purchased a
Mrs. John Latty has had a tele- cover of the said defendant, the said
man.
sum
of twenty-one dollars
house in Bangor and are moving
<121 06).
phone put in her house.
with interest thereon. In an action of
Richard Dodge, Penobscot county
there to-day.
School closed Friday, and the debt.
with
agricultural
wife
and
agent,
Donald Maddocks caught a tenteacher. Mrs. Regis, returned to her
Yet though often requested, the said
defendant has not paid aaid sum but
pound German trout at Branch pond young son. are visiting Mrs. Dodge’s home in Bangor.
neglect* SO to do to the damage of said
brother. J. Burleigh Thompson.
Monday.
31.
K.
May
plaintiff las he says! the *Um of one
Rev. J. E. Blake, accompanied by
Charles M. Smith of Amherst has
hundred dollars, which shall then and
Mrs. Blake, was In town Sunday
keen visiting his son, C. W. Smith.
there be made to appear with other due
j pvening.
The haccalanreate sermon Slate of Ohio. City of Toledo.
damages. And have you there this
Luca* County, m.
writ with your doings therein.
at the Baptist church, delivered by
Rlnehill
Frank J. Cheney make-* oath that he
Witness, Ueslle
C. Cornish. Chief
Mr. Blake, was inspiring.
Is senior partner of the firm of F J
Justice of said Court at Ellsworth, this
William Bisset is home from StonSub.
May 31.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the twenty-ninth day of March In the year
ington.
City of Toledo. County and State afore- of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
said. and that said Arm will pay the and twenty.
Recent arrivals; Dr. H. F. Fowler
IWpect Harbor.
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
T F MAHONEY Clerk.
and wife. Providence. R. I.; Mrs.
Mrs
Fred Bickford and grand- each and every eaae of Catarrh that
Dean Holden and family. Mrs. George child.
a » c. v*r
^ r.
Margery Bickford Pierce, of cannot be cured by the uae of HALL'S
Hubbard. New York; Mrs. B. Phillips Rochester. N. H.. are at Alfred Ham- CA TA !i IIH M E DIC1N K
HANCOCK m»
FRANK J. CHENEY
StTRKMK JUDICIAL COURT
Weston. Wallace Weston. Bermuda; ilton's for a visit.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
April term. A. D 1*20
Miss Winifred Weston. Philadelphia:
Dr. C. C. Larrabee has returned in my presence, this «th day of DecemUpon the within writ, ordered: That
J. Sherlock Andrews. Rochester. N. from a visit to his sons in Vac Buren ber a D. im
th** Plaintiff giv,
A. W OLKASON.
noth'*- to the De'Seal)
Y.: George F. Cochran and wife. Bal- and Washburn.
Notary Public, j fendant to appear before the Justice of
Hair* Catarrh Medicine la taken Inour
he
Supreme Judicial Court
to
timore; Mrs. E. J. Brooks. Miss EliThe young people got up a dance ternally and act* through the blood on holden at Ellsworth within and for the
nor Brooks, East Orange. N. J.: Miss
the Mucous
Surfaces of the System. County of Hancock,
on
the
second
Thursday night to raise money for Send
for testimomals. free.
Tuesday of October A
Abby Partridge. Cleveland;
D. 1920.
Miss the repair of the sidewalks.
by
It was
F J. CHENEY Ac CO Toledo. O.
publishing »n attested ropy of said
Louise Hinckley. Boston; Mrs May a
Sold by a!! druggists, 75c.
pleasant party, but not the success
Writ
Ana
this order thereon, three
Pillsbury, Miss Marvel Pillsbury, financially that it should have been.
Hall's Family Fills for constipation
weeks successively in the Ellsworth
Miss Dora Pert. Woodland.
American a newspaper printed in EllsClarence B. Colwell went to Ellsworth in our County of Hgnrork the
Mrs. E. M. Chase and son Newton worth
LOST.
Monday to bring back his
last publication to be thtrty days at
went to Boston Saturday.
least prior to the second Tuesday of
father's new car. a Bulck six.
The public schools will hold an exNO. 5*1«2 OF THE SAV- October next, that he mar there and
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Hewins of Mil- BANKBOOK
in** department of I'nion Tru*t Comthen in our said
court
hibition at the town hall June 11.
and i
appear
were
here
bridge
recently calling I pany of Ellsworth. Finder w ill pleas* answer to said stilt.
Examples of the school work will be upon friends.
T 9 MAHONEY.
I return to Union Trust Compony, Ellsand
worth.
the
displayed,
programs will inClerk of the Sup. Jud. Court.
The correspondent is in receipt of -““—_____
A true copy of the writ and order of
•lude fancy drills, dances, music and a
copy of the Pvthla. the school paper
court thereon.
PCH M»
secitations.
of the Winter Harbor high school.
Attest
T F MAHON KT, Clerk.
H AT
M A VS H AT VE \ R FRANK LI N
The moving-picture play, "Evan- It is an attractive
paper, and does
SHERIFF"^ MI.E.
i Boad station. Owner may have same
was given at the town hall credit
geline.
•v
to those w ho compiled it. The
and
proving
property
paying COUNTY OF HANCOCK ss
Tuesday afternoon and evening, for little story by Miss Virginia Rice, charges.
Inquire of D. McKay North
May ?». 1920.
the benefit of the schools of Bluehill- ; one
Taken this twenty-ninth day of May.
of our own girls, is particularly
A.
D.
1920 on execution dated the
Sedgwick Brooklin district.
The well written.
worn SALK.
twenty-eighth day of May. A D. 1920. !
play was given as part of the present !
issued on a judgment rendered by the *
An event of unusual Importance
method of visual instruction, and was was the
visit of Governor MiUiken. SECOND-HAND FORD AND CHEVRO- Supreme Judicial Court for the said
iet touring cars, and a Republic Truck. County of Hancock begun and held on
one of the best ever shown in town.
who. with three of his ouncil and the
the fourth Tuesuay of April. A. D
Many students were present from w-ho.with three of his council and the E E. Rowe. Ellsworth. Me.
1919. to wit. on the fifth
of May. A
HOUSE AND*LOT IN ELLSWORTH; D. 192*». in favor of John day
Sedgwick and Brooklin.
H. Itresnahan
afternoon, in Columbus hall.
day
for
sale or to let. very reasonable of Ellsworth. Hancock
The Once-in-awhile club will meet
Maine,
county.
Never before has the governor of the terms. Harry I- Crabtree.
the duly elected and qualified collector
this week. Thursday, at “The NutState so honored this little village. TWO HORSES.
of taxes for said City of Ellsworth for
WEIGHT
ABOUT
lftSt
shell." with Miss Sherman and Miss The
officials were here in the interest each, suitable for delivery or driving. the years 1912. 1913. IMS, 1*14 1*17
and 1918. against Martin E- Salisbury
Jennings.
of the fishing industry, and the invi- Pratt A Smith. Ellsworth. Me.
of said Ellsworth for one hundred three *
The prizes have been awarded for
tation to attend the meeting was to NEW- MILCJTCOW I SQUIRE OF t. dollars and ninety-nine cents. <$103.991.
the essays written by the students of the
fishermen,
but
others A Stackpoil. n F n r, Ellsworth. Me. debt or damage, and twenty dollars i
many
the high, grammar and intermediate
and twenty-nine cents. < 920.29). costs’
availed themselves of the privilege of
of suit, and will be sold at public aucschools on the genera! subject of
hearing and meeting the governor.
WANTED.
tion at the office of R. E Mason. 109
“How to Improve Our Home Town." i
Main street, in said Ellsworth, to the
Miss Ruth Stewart and Maynard
The judges had no easy task to deof Corea were married Sat- WANTED AT ONCE. SECOND-HAND highest bidder, on the seventh day of
Wasgatt
cide the question of “good, better. 1
in
1*20. at ten o'clock In the
piano
good
condition.
Fred
G. July A. D
urday evening. May 29, by C. C. Lar- Smith. Ellsworth. Telephone. 122*13.
forenoon, the following described real
best
The awards were as follows: rabee.
Mr. Wasgatt goes with
estate, and all the right, title and interesq.
High school—First prize. Miss Leah Capt. Seavv in the E. T.
est which the said Martin E. Salisbury
Hamor, and
has and had in and to the same on the
Abram; second. Miss Margaret How- his bride is to
M IXJ HEV WANTED.
accompany her huseleventh day of August. A. I>. 1919. at
ard; honorable mention. Miss Berenband on a trip to Portland.
one
A host
hour and thirty minutes in the !
tha Leach. Miss Bessie Carter, Miss
WANTED
MAN
WITH
TEAM
OR afternoon, the time when the same was
of friends extend congratulations.
j\ auto
who can give bond to sell 1J7
Barbara Stover.
attached on the writ in the same suit. (
Grammar school—
Miss Frances P. Atwater of Ban- Watkins home
and
farm
product*. to wit. Certain real estate constating I
First prize. Irving Harold Bowden:
gor spent the week-end with her
P.l?„Bel,t concern of kind In world. of land and buildings situated In said
second, Hattie Horton; honorable cousin, Mrs, E. W.
floOO to *5000 yearly income.
This Ellsworth and being all and the same I
Bridges.
county
mention. Dorothy Owens. Alice Snow.
Write
open
R
to-day. J.
property described as conveyed in the
May 31.
C.
Watkins Co..Dept. 11!. Winona. Minn. deed from Elixa A
Frost to Emily F
Victor Owens. Intermediate school—
-oFlood and Mary B. Flood, dated June l. f
First. Wilbur Bridges: second. Lois

€hc i£*U0U)ortl) American

a

|

—

SHEIIimi «*% RESTATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF HANCOCK s»

pnofiui: Nonem
Notice le hereby given that*

Alms

»w

h*vehhLl«ht

fo,‘
appointments
!oW,Z,<r
hy the probate court within and*# lna<,#
County of H.ncork,
,h*
of

May St, ltSO.
Taken this thirty-first day of May A.
D. 1920. on execution dated May 20. A.
IX 1920. Issued on a judgment rendered
hy the Supreme Judicial Court, for the
County of Hancock, at a term thereof
begun and held on the fourth Tuesday
of April
A. D. 1920. to wit, on the
twenty-seventh day of April A. IV 1920.
In favor of Myron T Gilmore of San
state
of
California,
I>iego
against

S3*

I-roxldenc*.

2F

Khod.

Exit

lai.na
CHmtW.
U
New Jeraey and Edward
Tuxedo Park.
New
York
executor* of tha taat
will'
ment
and codicil
of aald
date of qualillcatlon
May II A
Not I.-In* realdenta of
tho
Maine, they have appointed

Crpcnt.,1*^

j H.»l£i*lri
»f
CSS
«i5p^,n,w*
**•<»-

22

q,..l,8#
A*»K*te

M

Gilmore and Pascal P. Oilof
both
of
Bucksport. in said
County of Hancock and State of Maine,
for the sum of three thousand one hun■>
dred fifty-five dollars and fifty cents,
debt or damage, and eleven dollars and
Caroline H. Gross, late of «»«*,
seventy-two rents, costs of suit, to- in said county, deceased
gether with fifteen cents more for one
°f .F*‘rmtn*ton.
writ of execution, and will be sold at appointed executor of the
*'
laat wiii
public auction at the office of Wiley C, teatament of aald
of
Conary In said Bucksport. to the high- qualillcatlon May II. A D
est bidder, on the 2d day of July A. D.
John W. McCarty. Id. late
of ri
mb. at ten o'clock In the forenoon, to
worth Kalla. In aald
county
satisfy the sum now due on said execu- Minnie II. McCarty of
tion. to wit: the sum of three thousand
appointed executrix
one hundred sixty-seven
dollars snd will and teatament of aald
thirty-seven cents, the following de- date of qualiflrallon May
D
scribed real estate, and ail the right,
Oorrydon A. Itichardaon. lata oftu
title and Interest which the said Alma
Harbor.
In
aald
M Gilmore and Pascal P. Gilmore have Grace A. Itichardaon county.
of aald Har
or had In and to the same, on the 3<>th
bor. appointed executrix of the w
day of August A D. 191*. at 2,30 P. M
and teatament of aald deceaaed
te 4(
the time when the same was attached qualillcatlon
May 4, A. H
on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
Nathan Aah. late of Itar
i.
A certain lot or parrel of land, with the aald
county, deccaaed. Bar ah a
buildings thereon standing, situated In
said Bucksport. and bounded and described as follow*, via:
Beginning on
of
the westerly side of Bridge street, so
called, at a stone post, at the northeast
W Newman, lute of Itar
George
H*rcorner of the lot owned by Frank Harbor. In said county, deceased
riman.
thence running northerly on nextirk of said liar
Harbor
said westerly line of Bridge street to a exerutria of the
last will and
stone post at the corner of said Bridge
of said deceased, date of quni fvar
street and Broadway; thence westerly
*l,oa
May 11. A D. IMO.
on the southerly line of said Broadway
Augustus E. Moors, late of Ellsworth
about
and
one-fourtn
twenty-seven
In
said county,
deceased
li
t
a
rod* to the easterly line of Pine street,
Moore of New York City and
rv (f
so called: thence southerly on said Pine
Hall of Mid Ellsworth, Appointed
street, sixteen rods to a stone post,
minlstrators of the estate of
| d,
thence easterly at right angles to said
ceased; date of qualification May
»’
Pine street ten rods to a stone post,
D IMb.
The said Hoyt A Moore
not
thence southerly nearly parallel with
a resident of the State of
m*u
said Pine street in a straight line to being
he has appointed Monroe Y
<,/
the northerly line of land of Mrs. E. C.
Ellsworth. In the
of }j ir.-...
Newcomb,
thence
on
the State of Maine, asCounty
easterly
his agent
n
*aid
northerly line of said Newcomb lot and State of Maine, as the law
dtr ;•
on land of Mr*. Mary A
Crocker ten
Almira T. t)ix. late of Tremor.t ir
rod*, more or less, to the northeast
said county, deceased
Fred,
corner
of said Crocker
thence
lot.
Holden of New York 0i&
•,
southerly on the easterly line of said
administrator de bonis non v.
tv*
Crocker lot to the northwest corner of
w ill annexed of the estate of .«
j
d*.
the lot owned
by Frank Harrlman. ceased, date of qualification
May n a
thence easterly on the northerly line of
D. 1910.
Not betng a r-*!d» t.
>h*
said Harriman lot to the point of beState of Maine,
he has
*j.;
A
certain
lot or parcel of
ginning
George U Fuller of South*
ii
,r
land with the buildings thereon situin the County of Hancock
.State of
ated In said Bucksport. on the easterly
Maine, as his agent in sa d >*.-»•• ..f
side of naid Bridge street, and bounded
Maine, as the law directs
and described as follows
Beginning
Ear* N. Williams, late of l u
at the northeast corner of the schoolS«* 31. in said county, decease*!
[>#&*
house lot. situated at the corner of
of said Plantation V
Williams
Bridge and Pond streets: thence runpointed administrator of the
0f
ning westerly hy said schoolhouse lot
said
deceased,
date of qualifU atlen
about
ten
and
one
fourth
to
rods
4. A. D IMP*
Bridge street thence northerly by said May
Amelia A- Rich, late of Tr-:•
t
iq
Bridge street to the southerly line of aald
l*e*u<- j i>i‘.h
county, deceased.
Broadway, thence easterly on the of
Tretnont.
void
.,.j
r.
line
of
southerly
Broadway about istrator of the estateappointed
of said de .ms
twenty-one rods to an Iron bolt In the
line of land now or formerly of Wil- date of qualification May 4. A I* U.
Chester A. Gray, late of Southwest
liam O. Buck, thence southerly on the
Harbor in said county, decease*! Kd.
line of said Buck lot about twelve rods
G
Moore of said SowthwoM Ha' -r
to an iron bolt in the line of the Hutchadministratrix of U
•■**tate
appointed
Ings U»t. thence westerly on the line of
of said deceased, date of qua:
attoa
said Hutching* lot eight rod* to an Iron
bolt, thence southerly on the line of ; May 4 A. 1* IMft
r*.
Fred A
Holt, late of Gould.*
in
SAid Hutching* lot to the place of be- ;
(Jra
.S' Holt
said oOUftty. deceased.
ginning.
of said Gouldsboro. appoint -*, admini»t number one hundred and twentyistratrix of the estate of said d*
v*-d.
one 1121) in ths town of Orland. Han|
cork county. Maine, according to the date of qualification May 4, A !• 1*.
Walter L. Muller. late of Frur.„ n ia
plan of said lowiu>f Orland.
Sadie l; i-ti«-r
A certain lot or parcel of land situa- 1 said county, deceased
ted
in
Southwest
Harbor.
Hancock of said Franklin, appoint-,!
istralrix of the estate of said »!*• •■*♦<•!.
county. Maine, and being land in Numdate of qualification May 4 A I* l»i'.
ber 3. 1 A and for reference see Hana
William Cole. late of 8tomnK
cock County Maine Registry of Deeds,,
<’
deceased
Edmund
said
county.
book 4 4*. page 5aS
adWood
of
said
8tonlngton.
appe.n?»d
CHANDLER M WILSON.
ministrator Of the estate of »:* i d<
Deputy Sheriff.
ceased, date of qualification Ma> * A.
« 1U:
\l*MI NI' I ft \lOH*
OF REAL D. l»2b
MTATK.
Reuben Smith. late of 5»u.. var. sn
Pursuant to a license from the ProM. Pat*
Berm.
said « uutity. deceased
bate Court for the County of Hancock. ten of Augusta. State of Matt
apState of Maine
issued June 1. 182$. 1
administratrix d** bonis non
pointed
shat! sell at public
auction
on
ih* with the will annexed of the ►■state of
premises In the City of Ellsworth. In said
date of qualification
deceased:
said county at 2 o’clock in the afterMay 4 A. D. 1*20.
noon. on Wedneaday. July 7. 1320. the
Kufus O. Parker, late of Castir.e tn
following described real estate situ- said county, deceased
Arthur W Patated In the said City of Ellsworth and
terson of said Cas&tJie and Ra'-p* !
belonging to the «state of Fred II
apMprne of Belfast. Waldo oov. i>
Aiken, late of said Ellsworth, deceased
pointed administrators of the eeta'*- «-f
to wit
of
dste
said deceased,
qualification
PARCEL NO L
May 20. A. D 192&.
la>t situated in Ellsworth deeded to
Mary A. Jelllson. late of Ellsworth,
Fred II. Aiken by N K. Sawyer, by deed
Bernard S.
in aaid county, deceased
recorded in Hancock registry, vol. 14*.
r.\*d
ay;
JelUson of said Ellsworth
413.
Described
as
page
follows
Be- administrator of the estate of sad drginning at junction of Birch Avenue ceased; date of
A.
11.
May
qualification
and Oak Street, thence running south
I> 1920.
2« degrees east in the westerly line of
late of Bar Hart f in
Frank
ftpratt.
said Oak Street,
eight rods, thence said county, deceased
Hugh I Spratt
westerly and parallel to said Birch
‘’r-nBar Harbor, appoint.
Avenue eight rods, thence north 2*> de- of said
sa d dof
estate
the
tstrmtor of
grees west eight rods to said Birch
11 A «■
date
of
May
qualification
A venue, thence easterly on said avenue
Juliett Bunker, late of Sui- "• a*
eight rods to place of beginning, conden-eased.
said
couuly.
taining *4 square rods.
’■ adof said Sullivan appo
Bunker
PARCEL NO. 2
ministrator of the estate of !*.-•
Sold to Fr«-d B. Aiken by Robert
I a.
of qualification Mo
ceased,
date
Gerry by deed recorded as above in
D. 1920.
vol. 141. page 421. described as follows
In
-x.
\rr
Hannah A. Dodge, late of
Beginning at the southeasterly side of
M
ldeceased
aaid
county.
Birch Avenue in said Kilsworth. and at
-'l>
»-»
in
Chandler of Bucksport.
the northeasterly corner of Mary E
appointed administrator of ti
M< Farland's lot thence running north
k?lon
60 degrees and 45 minutes east on line of said deceased, date of qua
of said Birch Avenue three rods and May 24 A D. 1920
this
Ellsworth
Dated
at
three feet to corner of F B Aiken’s lot. I
IKthence south 1© degrees and 15 minutes sixth day of May A. D
ROBERT P KIN'east eight rods to said Aikena southII* £ tster.
]
westerly corner thence south fh degrees and 45 minutes west forty-seven 1
STATE OF MAINE.
and one-half feet, thence north 22 deTo all persona Interested in
1192. and recorded in book 282
grees and 20 minutes west eight rods i the estates hereinafter named
page
211. of Hancock County. Maine Regis- \ to place of beginning
At a Probate Court held at E. «*orta
24
containing
try of Deeds, to wrhlch record express and *4 square rods.
in and for the County of Har.
reference is hereby made for particular
PARCEL NO. 3
the
eighteenth
day of Mid&1-**
description of the premises hereby con8old to Fred B
Aiken by Robert year or our Lord one thou*a:
j eyed.
hundred and twenty and by ad; •*rn‘
Gerry by
recorded as above in
d*>
WARD W. WESCOTT.
vol. 133. page 4U3. described as follows
ment from the eleventh
of sa.J
Sheriff.
D. 1920 term
Beginning in the west lire of Oak May A
1__
Street In, said Ellsworth, at the south- The following matters hasi ►; i»"
TU--I1MI.M'
Ml
|l E.
east corner of said Aiken's lot. thence
;
presented for the action tl
:r
The New England Telephone and In said west line of said Oak Street ; hereinafter Indicated. IT IS ME-.EUI
Telegraph Company respectfully pe- 1 south If
degrees east two and one- ORDERED:
...
tflfrr
be
That notice thereof
titions the Board of County Commishalf rods, thence south €3^ degrees !
sioners of the County of Hancock for west ter. rods and sixteen links to a persons interested, by causing
a relocation
for It# pole* and wlrea stake at the corner of the fence at the ; of this order to be publish*
E <■* ™
thereon, and the necessary supporting southwest corner of said Aiken s lot.! weeks successively in Th»
a
put *
newsaper
and
strengthening of fixtures and thence north 51 degrees east In the American,
Ellsworth,
in
said
county
wires. In the following named streets south line of said Aiken’s lot eleven 4
court
and highways of Plantation Number 7
rods and seven links to first-mentioned may appear at a probate
held at Ellsworth on the «u
on
the main road between Steuben bound, containing 13 square rods more
at t«*i
of
June
A.
D.
1920.
town line and Gouldsboro town line.
or less.
clock in the forenoon .and be
Dated. April 29, 1920
PARCEL NO 4.
thereon if they see cause
Sold to Fred B
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE &
Aiken by Robert
J. Albert Hammond, late of
***** recorded as above in
telegraph company.
boro, in said couniy. daces
vol.
20*
at
page 1«7. described as folBy D B. Small.
tit
ion that
W. B.
Blalsdeli
Beginning on a new street lead- other suitable
Division Supt. of Plant. lows
3.a*
person be appo
ing from Birch Avenue southerly and
of »»
estate
V
mtnistrator
of
the
at Sewall T. Royal s southwest
COUNTY OP HANCOCK MAINE
corner. I
Ham mono,
thence following said Royal’s south ceased, presented by Nora
In Board of County Commissioners
line easterly to said Aiken's homestead widow of said deceased.
\
Date May U. 192#.
Albion P. Alley, late of Bar H *rbor.
Upon the .foregoing petition. It la lot line, thence southerly following In said county
Hrdeceased
said Aiken’s
aa’
line two rods j final account of Linnie <» All--)
Ordered that notice thereof be given
by more or lesswesterly
to
his southwesterly !
posting a copy of said petition and this corner,
sett:
for
ministratrlx. filed
thence
K
order thereon
on
easterly
Aiken’s
i
ofl-r*
in
Plantation No
7
John P. Hr&gdon, a minor
1
*
Oak Street,
Maine, and publishing three weeks in southerly line to
thence litu in said county.
First and r
1
Ellsworth American, and that a hear- southerly on west line of Oak street, count of C. J. Murch.
ft.*
guardian
ing thereon be given at the county four rods and nine links more or less to ; settlement.
Hurley's northeasterly corner
commiaetoners' room in Ellsworth on Jerry
John I1 Bacdon. a minor of
<lay of June. 1920. at 2 o'clock thence south 7* degrees west or at tin. in said county. Iteslgna
M. at which time and place residents right angles to said Oak Street about J. Murch.
j I
guardian, flled
seventeen
rods to said
snd owners of property
new
street,
Frank Sj-ratt. late of Bar Har:
upon the highways to be affected by the granting of then*.*- northerly on west line of said said county, deceased.
Petit lor c‘
new
street one rod more or less, thence
*
the permit applied for and all other
Hugh F. Sprat t. administr.* >r
northerly on west l^ue of said new by
persons Interested, shall have full oplicense to seii certain real
portumty to show cause why such per- street one rod more or less to place of said deceased, situated in Tren'
mlt should
beginning, being 8 T Royal s south- said
r‘
not be granted,
the last
county, and more fully dr?
publication of said notice to be at least er!y corner, containing •© square rods. in said
petition.
u\.
fourteen days before said hearing
Reserving therefrom 10 square rods
Pfc
of
tote
S.
Frances
Pepper,
c
Signatures of county commissioners. sold Lydia Royal by deed in vol. 235. phla
deceased
Pennsylvania,
rrV
page
36.
53
square rods sold W. F
M. L. ALLEN.
O H
%
Aiken, by deed In vol. 2*3. page 133. filed by William Pepper snd
»
H B. MOOR
w
last
the
Pepper, executors of
and subject to a mortgage of fifteen
W. S TREWOROT.
t..a
testament of' said deceased
hundred
A true copy of petition and notice i
dollars recorded
in vol. 520.
\
amount of the inheritance tax
page 374. ail
In
the
said Hancock
thereon.
of said deceased be detrrm.
Attest:
Registry of Deeds, as before estate
T. F. MAHONEY.
by the judge of probate.
0f
County Clerk.
Wun.M Bertrand E. Cl»rK,
T. F MAHONEY
this Ms-1
Administrator C. T A. of the said court at Ella worth
NOTICE OF FORE< LOSl RE.
the
in
of
day
May
lr*j
Whereas FB.Fow, then of Bluehiil, in
Estate of the said Fred B
our Lord on* thousand nine buna
the County of Hancock and State of
Aiken.
ami
Ellsworth Me June 2. 1820.
Maine, on the twenty-first day of May I
p king lies s
mi, mortgaged to Alfred Staples of
A
said Bluehiil. a certain lot of paint and
P.
colors consisting of Ml. to secure
TROImnoXAL CARDS.
payment of one
hundred dollars, which
mortgage is recorded
In
the
town
AUCI H. SCOTT,
PAIPEH NOTICE.
THg
records of the said town of Bluehiil.
HAVINO •'OVTR ACTED
book 4. page 67; and whereas the conc*
Specialty made of
of Ellsyrurth to support ana
city
dition
of
said
********
been typewriting
mortgage has
for
need
those
accounting and
who may
broken
and
remains
broken
now.
general clerical work
during five years beginning
therefore, notice is hereby given of my
and are legal resident* •*
Safe Deposit A Traat Co. IM©,
intention to foreclose said mortgage
worth.
I forbid ail
(o' furnUhln*
for breach of ita condition.
probate them on my account, as ther« to
Bond#
Agent
ALFRED STAPLES.
of room and accommodation* to>«■
Type.
wrAter Typewriter •upplie«
BiuehlU, Maine, May 17. 1920.
for thorn ot tho
No. S School St..
EUjworth. Me
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Egypt.
Greets; honorable mention. Florence
Mrs. Frank Goodwin and children,
Moor. Oscar Candage, Thelma Grin- !
who have been visiting at E. E. ScamtUe
The academy ball team won a tnon's, have returned to Hancock.
Mrs. Jerusha Tripp, who has been
leosely-played game from Stoningtoc
Saturday. 15-S. S. Scare! for Ston- here the past two weeks, has returned
to
North Sullivan.
ington and Gray for the locals led
May 31.
L.
their teams in hitting, and Wendell
Grindle played a star game for the
Ml. uewrt retry.
academy at left field
The academy
bas three games scheduled for this
Miss Beulah True has returned to
week, closing the season with Bar Waltham. Mass.
Mrs. Bessie Tufts, who spent the
Harbor at Academy field Saturdav
winter in Pennsylvania, is home.
May 31.
S.
Miss Phyllis Pollster of Brewer
spent Thursday with Mrs. 1. L. CrabHancock Point.
tree.
Mrs. Rosa Penney visited friends
William Saunders and wife of Banm Bangor last week.
Arthur Ball, who went to New gor spent Sunday with Clarence
Nickerson and family.
York several weeks ago, expected to
Lester Colby of Bangor spent the
sail for Germany Saturday.
week-end with his uncle. F. L. Colby.
Capt. J. G. Martin has purchased a
A daughter was born to Mr. and
new automobile.
Mrs. Clyde Jordan May 28 (Pauline
Orville Martin and wife arrived
Elizabeth I.
home from Massachusetts Saturday.
Miss Nettie Clarke, who has been
Among recent arrivals are Mrs. A. home with a
sprained ankle, has reB. McFarland. Lester Hall and wife,
turned to Boston.
G. A
Martin and wife and Mrs
May 31.
C.
Frank Hall.
Misses

Agnes and Frances Lord
to-day for a short stay at their
oottage. which
they have sold to

East Orland.
Mrs. Ernestine Marks and Mrs. Alberta Mason are visiting in Ellsworth.
Miss Harriet Parker is visiting in

same

Massachusetts parties.
May *1.

M. R.

West Franklin.
V non Smith and family of Orringtun are visiting Mrs. Smith’s
mother, Mrs. Ella Hardison.
Friends were glad to welcome
Clarence Morse of Bangor, a former
resident here.
Mrs. Edward Tuttle of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. has been spending a few
days here.
Athol Smith of Boston is visiting
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. N.A.Smith.
Lloyd Dunham and family of Surry
are also visiting at Mr. Smith's.
James Hastings and family are vis•ing relatives at Southwest Harbor. I
John Coombs is at home from Sor- j
has been employed.
anruo where i
Leslie Clark of Somerville. Mass.,
ft visiting his parents here.
Gerald MacKecnie of Ramford and

j

Bucksporl.
Mrs.

Clifford Walls of Seal Harbor

visiting her mother. Mrs. Mary
Gray.
Miss Marion Gibbs of Bangor is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
is

E. Gibbs
Donald Blaisdell has gone to Augusta to work.
Mrs. Laura Wentworth of Bucksport is at the home of her son. W. L.

Wentworth.
H. E. Dunbar has moved into the
house which he purchased of Dr.
Abrams.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs have
moved into the H. E. Dunbar house
for the summer.
M^y 31.
M.
SUBSCBIBE FOB THE AMERICAN

FEMALE

HELP

WANTED.

*•

for three months a good plain
oook in small family.
Best of wages
to right person.
Address. Mr* D H
Herlihy, Livingston Road. Bar Harbor
Maine.
J<>* GIRLS AND WOMEN
WANTED
for Ml. Kineo
White Mountains
Poland and all the leading and reliable
summer and year-around hotel*
Our
list is a big one.
Don’t engage anywhere until you call or correspond with
us.
It will pay to do so.
All fine tip
hot- s.
Fares paid,
good treatment.
« rite to
the Maine Hotel Agency. 47
Main St
Bangor.
Me..
(established
1**12 and get the best. Tel connections.

.>n

>

■

In

the District Court of the United
State* for the District of Maine.
Northern Division.
In the matter of
TYLER A. GORDON, Bankrupt.
In Bankruptcy No. 758 N. D.
To
the
creditors
of
A.
Tyler
Gordon of Franklin in said County of
Hancock
and
District aforesaid,
a

bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the
I6th day of
A
D.
May
1920.
the
Tyler A.
Gordon
was
duly
adjudicated bankrupt; and that the
nrst meeting of his creditors will b«
held at a Court of Bankruptcy at lOf
Main street. Ellsworth, in said district,
at 10 A. M
Wednesday. June 9. 1920
at
which
time
and place
the said
creditors
may
attend.
prove
their
clamis. appoint a trustee, examine the
bankrupt
and
transact
such
other
business as may properly come before
said meeting.
RALPH E. MASON.
Referee tn Bankruptcy.
Ellsworth. Me.. May 13. 1920
COMMISSIONER*'

NOTICE.

We

the undersigned, having been
du!y appointed by the Honorable Judge
of Probate within and for said
ounty
oommissioners
to receive and decide
upon
the claim* of the creditors of
Lverard H. Greely. late of Ellsworth
in said county, deceased, whosestate
has been represented insolvent,
hereby
give public notice agreeably to the
order of the said Judge of Probate, that
six months from and after May 4.
1929,
have been allowed to said creditors to
present
and prove their claims, and
that we will attend to the duty assigned us at the offlc? of Edmond J.
Walsh at Ellsworth in said county, on
the nineteenth day of June. 1920, and
the nineteenth day of August, 1920at 10
o'clock in the forenoon of each of said

days.

EDMOND J. WALSH
HOWARD F WHITCOMB.

Commissioners.

G*rHf „by
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persons-*trustjw

Oliver

Ct£r

memorial

day.

V

Olive Drab Mingles with
Him* In Ellsworth.

..

of the
M*cP<,nal'l.
The afternoon

Seacoast mlsmeeting closed
communion service. Revs. H.
vonley and O. S. Brooks officiat-

ston.
with a

the

The Memorial day observance In
as It
Ellsworth bad new significance,
of the

ing.
The evening service was
conducted
.Bev- B- B- Mathews. Rev.
t harles E.
hite of Boston delivered

Grand
marked the passing
and the enArmy '<1 the Republic,
American
Legion. It
trance of I he
first public appearance as
wus the

P?
an

interesting address.

This
morning’s
was
meeting
opene dby a devotional service led
by
Mr. Brooks.
There were addresses
of
Pilgrim
»
““*■
Frances Walkley of
;ltluehlll;
’Preachers and Preaching
of the Pilgrim Faith."
Rev. A.Donnell of Castlne; "The
Pilgrim Church
In the Modern
World.” Rev. A M

*n

organization of Frank E. WhltAmerican Legion: It may
n)oro post.
as an
he the last public appearance,
organization, of Wm. H. H. Rice post.
C A R.
[! was pathetic, yet with Its hapthe realization
pier note. as ttbrought
the tender offices for departed
comrades that have formed so Imthe annual
obportant part of
Grand. Army veterservanc' by the
be taken up by the
now
will
,rv
who have themyounger veteran*
iplrcs been tried by fire. The sacred.J
of Memorial day is secure so
E.
Ions a* the American legion shall

SitVk

{h.t

Mlf*

'Iomen

MacDonald.
Open discussion followed each address.
There was a closing business
meeting, and adjournment.
-o--

Hancm-k Pomona
Grange.
Hancock Pomona grange met with
East Blueblll grange May 22.
About
ninety were present. It was a pro-

-o-

nddreaa by

Th*

Mr. Mathews was
most eloquent Memorial
one
addrt vs ever delivered In
EllsThe true significance of the
worth
day w.i« strongly brought out In a
manner to stir the patriotism and the
pride of ail hearers.
of

the

-o——-

COLNTY .CONFERENCE.

Meeting

()f Hancock Cangre.
gat lottalists.
The ninety-fifth annual meeting of
(he Hancock County Association of
Congregational Churches was held
with the Ellsworth Congregational
church vesterday afternoon and evening and this forenoon.
There was a
good attendance of pastors and delefrom the
gates
churches of the
connty.
The meeting was opened yesterday
aftern. on with a devotional service
led by Rev A. M. MacDonald of liar
Harbor
A
business meeting followed
Rev. R B. Mathews of the
entertaining church delivered an
historical address, and the conference sermon was delivered by Rev. A.
Annual

GOOD MEDICINE
APPETITE
FOR LOSS

j
l

_

last.
The observance I his year was held fitable meeting, and a fine entertainio the forenoon to b^ow the members ment was furnished
by the host
of the Legion to participate In the ; grange.
The next meeting of Hnncock
exercises at the dedication of the Mt.
PoIn the early morn- mona will be on June
Desert bridge.
26 with Veing h" .rs. the graves of fallen com- rona grange. Bucksport
The meeting scheduled with Floral
Pnde- ere decorated.
o'clock the Grand Army vet- North Bucksport has been grange,
At
changed
ssemhlcd In their quarters at from June R to Nov. R.
er.iu
|
hall, while the members
Ham
-o0I tin Legion assembled at their hall
XICOMN.
Shortly before
in ti-,. I ters block
of
the
tuber*
-mi
t
legion,
some
Rev.
A.
E. Shirley of Manchester,
le
forty < f them In uniform, inarched N. H
expects to be at Nicolin on
to the L ill. escorted by the Ellsworth
Sunday. June 6. and will hold a serdrum corps, and there vice at the chapel at 10.30
8*
and at
t. :.- *. t‘ •* members of William H
II.
The exercises at the hall
st.
R:
Waltham.
The protook place at 10 o'clock.
Henry M. Graves and daughter,
gram was as follow*;,
.Higgins' orchestra Mrs. llulda Kelley of Bangor, with
llArch
little daughter Isabelle, have been
.Orchestra
Selection
prfli'C.......Rev. R. H. Moyle spending a few days in town.
Mrs. Sadie Hasiam. who has been
Hym
working in Franklin, is the guest of
1 Gettysburg Speech.
Lit.
Mrs.
Zelia Colby.
Albert H. I>avts
Mrs. Arvi 11 Jordan was
.Miss Erva Oiles
Solo
among the
lucky ilshermcn to land a salmon at
Introduction of Speaker,
Beech
Hm
pond
Frank
U
recently.
Mayor
Heath
Baymond Hasiam and wife spent
Oral! -:..-Rev. R. B. Mathews
the week-end with his father. AUlen
Star r, ..rgleU Banner.Orchestra
Hasiam.
.Rev. 1. li. Coy
Pene.ii- linn
Pus.

of supposedly melancholy dark eyes
BRIDGE DEDICATION.
A
suddenly delve deep In a baok or newsBig Gathering at Mt. Desert Bridge
<
►1 paper.
OF
4
for
►
Dedication
Exercises.
At times Mrs. Laurence was profuse
4
►
One of the largest crowds ever as- General
debility and that tired
4
In her apologies to Mr. Ludwell. At
►
sembled in Hancock county witnessed feeling is Hood’s Sarsaparilla. This
4
►
breakfast she would ask him how he the formal
4
►
dedication of the Mt. Des- highly
economical
concentrated,
4
"1 hope you didn’t hear the ert bridge on
slept.
Monday. It is estimat- medicine is a great favorite in thou4
►
ed
4
she
would
twins,"
were
that
from 7,000 to 8,000 were
say.
"They
►
sands of homes. It is peculiarly suc4
►
It was certainly the bigup earlier than usual, and Richard fell present.
4
cessful in purifying and revitalizing
►
gest
out
of
4
of
gathering
bed.
You
automobiles ever the
►
may have heard him
blood, promoting digestion, rein the county.
4
In
the night; not hurt, merescreaming
The bridge, decorated with flags of storing animation, and building up
-„-r'WWWWW'W-J ly frightened." And you might have all nations and jammed from end to the whole system.
discerned her confusion which was
***•• *>y McClur« Newspaper Syndicate.)
Get this dependable medicine toend, was a lively place.
The speakdeep-seated because It had been part ers' stand was erected at the
The bugbear of Doctor Laurence’s
and begin taking it at once.
day
Mt.
of her plan to have the Laurence Desert end of the
life as general practitioner in the small
If you need a laxative take Hood's
bridge to afford a
household breathe that calm and quiet larger space for hearers, but even Pills. You will
town of Crawford was cases that are
surely like them.
which would be the proper antidote for with this arrangement, many were
generally known as "nervous.’’
He
unable
to get within sound of the
the boarding house fear Image.
was courageous and
versatile, as most
Then one evening you might had speakers’ voices.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
small-town doctors have to be.
He
Charles L Shand. chairman of the
you been hidden somewhere
beside
would go his rounds fourteen hours
bridge
district
committee,
presided.
Corrected to May lO, 1920
the side veranda of the Laurence
out of the twenty-four
Hon. L. B. Deasy was the first speakduring epldemics; would go with steady nerve homestead, have heard the following er, followed by M. L. Allen of Mt.
BAH HARBOR TO BANGOR.
through operations that would have conversation. It was an evening when Desert, chairman of the board of
PM
PM
Doctor
nnd
Mrs.
were
Laurence
attendcounty
commissioners.
Rev. G. E.
tried a more celebrated
Bar Harbor. .1*1. t® 45 tS 35) f9 OO §4 00
surgeon; he
ing some board meeting or other nnd McLuin, former pastor of the Metl* Borrento.
would listen patiently to the
t4 06!.
queries Vera was at home to look after
4.35!
things, odist church at Bar Harbor, was the Sullivan..
of young mothers over their Infants’
The principal address
ns usual.
Sir. Ludwell, In spite of a next speaker.
80
5 10 t9 50 §4 45
teething difficulties—all that sort of
of the day was by Hon. Leon E. Mt Desert 8Fy Iv.tlO
Waukeag,
Fy;. 10 86 6 17 9 6t 4 52
previous engagement, had remained
Rut
thing.
when a
Higgins of Brewer, delegated by Gov- Hancock. 10 80 5 20;f 10 OS 4 56
patient said home also:
Franklin Ro&d. 10 47 f5 29'fl0 14
6 03
"nerves’* Doctor Laurence wished to
ernor Milliken afe his personal
repWash’gt’n June. 1108 5 ho 10 43 5 12
“Did you get any sleep last night resentative.
give up.
Ellsworth. 11 11
6 471 10 50
5 19
at all?" asked Vera wearily.
Falls.fll 17
5 65 flO 55
6 25
Mrs. Laurence, however, had been
Supt. of Schools Frank E. Mc- Ellsworth
Nicolin.fll 82 f6 11 fll 08 5 89
“Some.” commented Ludwell; "what GouUlrick of Bar
Harbor then an- Green Lake.fll 42 6 28 fll 17 5 49
reading up on modern methods of
was the row In the nursery?”
nounced the award of prizes for de- Phillips Lake.fll 60 f6 82 fll 24 fft 67
treating nervous disorders In the docfB 86.
fd 00
“Well. Richard woke up at eleven signs for the memorial tablet. The McKenzie's.
tor’s medical Journals and In
Holden...
1159
6 41 fll 82
the
6 05
and decided It was a good time to bite accepted design, worked out in a Brewer June. 12 22 7 02 11 51 6 27
popular magazines. Psychopathy was
his sister Bell's big toe. He has been bronze tablet three feet long, was by Bangor.ar .fl2 30 f7 10 |11 69 §6 35
her latest hobby, and somehow. In spite
PM
am
AM
AM
waiting for a chance to get even. That Charles J. Savage of Northeast Har- Portland.ar
t5 55 *1 06
5 00| 1 05
of the five little Laurences. Mrs.
bor high school, who received first
Laurence always had time for some woke the twins, and so It went on, and. prize. The second prize was award- Boston via
.\\\\
of course, some one Is nlwnys sure to
Portsmouth ar. t9 25 *4 60
*4 50
ed to Dorothy Hodgkins of Bar Harhobby.
AM
AM
wake at five, and then they begin
bor high school, and the third to Mer- Boston via
"I really feel," she told the doctor
Dover
ar
again."
8 45
8 45
rill Haskell of Northeast Harbor
one evening while the mother’s
New York
help.ar. ‘8 15.
“Hard on yon.” said Ludwell sym- high.
er. Vera, was patiently putting the
pathetically. “But there’s this about
Kiein. it. h. Kingsley, commander
younger two Laurences to bod and the
bangor to bar harbor.
It. When I do get a chance to sleep, of the Bar Harbor
older two were dancing an Indian war
of
the
post
I sleep hard. I never saw such confuAmerican
Legion,
the
A M
PM
accepted
dance as a preliminary to putting them| P M
Boston
via
memorial honors on behalf of the
—.
sion—the boarding house was Eden
selves to bed, “I really think that I
Portsmouth lv
*9 00
*9 00
soldiers, sailors and marines of Han- Boston via
to this bedlam.”
compared
..
would have n positive talent for psycock county, to whom the bridge is
Dover lv... t7 00 ..!!*.
"Then why do you stay?" came a
chic healing. You know reputable docAM
AM
AM
PM
rather shy question that seemed to dedicated.
Portland.lv.tH
05 sll 15
tors are taking It up now.
After the exercises, the gathering Bangor.lv. f5 80.flO
There Is a
80 M0 30 f3 00 §7 00
trail off weakly toward the end.
wonderful future for it.
resolved itseif into a big picnic, Brewer June. 5 87 10 87 3 06 7 08
I don’t see
“You don’t suppose I'd leave you
5 59
10 59
3 26
7 26
r'hy you don’t go In for that sort of
steamed clams and coffee furnished McKenzies
r6 04 11 04
f7 82
do you? And I’ll tell you, Vera,
here,
free by the committee of arrange- Phillips Lake. 16 06 fll 07 f3 33 f7 35
thing. All the host doctors are doing
Green Lake.
that what has set me on my feet again
6 16 11 18
3
43
7 44
ments
Take Robert Ludwell, for Instance.
supplementing the private Nlcolin..
fS 26
11 32 f8 59
7 55
after the exhaustion that followed get- lunch baskets.
The Bar Harbor and Ellsworth Falls. 6 39 11 47 4 05 8 08
H!s case Is purely psychopathic—per6 47 11 53
ting out my last book In such a fright- Southwest Harbor bands furnished Ellsworth
4 IS
8 16
\\ ash’gt'n June.
fectly absurd for you to look at the
6 58 12 00
4 25 f8 22
music during the day.
fully short time was because I felt that
Franklin Road.. f7 lLfl2 08 f4 83 8 31
in any other way.
What you
Hancock.
I wanted to know you. After I knew
7 20 12 17
4 41
8 40
nnt to do Is to get down deep at the
Waukeag, £ Fy. 7 24 12 21 4 44 8 43
Watch Require* Little Oil.
you nnd saw how hard you worked
Mt Desert Fy ar. f7 30 12 30 t4 50 §8 50
r^ot of the matter.
He doesn’t sleep
----!-11
I
felt
It takes only one-tenth of a drop of
here,
had to pull myself to•'nd he’s losing weight, not because he
Sullivan.ar. t7 66
gether so I could tnke care of you. I
oil to keep ail of the machinery of the
Sorreuto. »8 25
«
overworked on that book of his.
Bar Harbor .ar., f8
wanted to he able to offer you a home watch In good running order for a
56( 1 20 r> 60 $9 35
as you tel! him, but hecnuse of some
PM
[AM
PM
AM
where you could get away from this year.
fear Image that lurks In his mind. It
f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
•
confusion."
Daily, Sundays included, t Daily, except
is your duty to probe down till you
nen
mere
wns
a
Sunday. §Sunday only. sSaturday only.
silence, nuring
find it, and then, through the force of
BORN.
DANA C. DOUGLASS,
which, If you had listened, you would
your mentality over his, to dispel that
Vice-president and Gen. Man.
BUCK—At Franklin. May 26. to Mr.
have heard nothing. Then from Robfear Image."
ami Mrs. Harry L. Buck, a son.
M. L. HARRIS
ert Ludlow: “How wonderful you are,
ROBERTSON—At
Brooksville. May 25.
"So you said," commented Doctor
General Passenger Agent.
Vera.”
to Mr. and Mrs. George L Robertson
And from Vera :
“You—you
Laurence, and then—‘‘perfect bosh, are
a
Portland, Maine.
daughter.
(Elizabeth Martha.)
wonderful, too.”
HITLER—At Hancock. May 15. to Mr.
He paced hack and
perfect bosh."
Robert and Vera left the Laurence
and Mrs. Howard Butler, a son.
forth before the living room open fire.
CRABTREE—At Hancock. May 17. to
household In more confusion than they
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy B. Crabtree, a
"I wish I could do something for Robfound it.
of course, beConfusion,
daughter.
ert, however."
OR A CIR—At Sedgwick. May 25. to Mr.
cause the mainstay and prop in the
and Mrs Thomas E. S. Gracie. a son.
mere
was
an
unusual
suddenly
Bui then
guise of Vera was going.
BERT—At Sedgwick. May 24. to Mr.
note of pleading In Mrs. Laurence's
and Mrs. Forrest \V, Bert, a son.
there was the satisfaction to Mrs. LauHot Water
Furnace
voice.
“Will you let me try?" she
rence that she had succeeded amazingmarriedTsaid, and apparently Doctor Laurence
ly well In this, her first effort In psyWork
and
Brewer, June
agreed, although If he did agree It chopathies.
j DOUCE—SINNETT—At
I. by Rev. Geo. Gorwood. Miss Mernie
was surely not because he
had any
C. Dodge of Deer Isle to Ralph V.
J
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES
Sinnett of Brewer.
Interest In his wife's theory of psyNOYES
At
Southwest
NEVER FREE FROM TR0U3LE DOLLIVER
chic healing.
Harbor. May L’6. by Rev. T. Blaisdell.
Twenty Years' Experience.
Miss June Dolliver of McKinley to I
The first step In Mrs. Laurence's
John A Noyes of Mnnset.
Border
Between United States and
campaign to cure Robert Ludwell
Penobscot, Personal attention to all details. Telephone
| HAMILTON—-ORINDLE—At
Mexico Has Always Been Lawtook place the next evening, when
May 2f>, by George M. Staples, esq..
or mail orders promptly attended to.
Mrs.
Lora
G.
Hamilton
to
Harry O.
less Strip of Country.
the doctor asked him to spend the
Grlndle, both of Penobscot.
11A R RIM A N—SO PE R—A t B1 u eh i 11. May
evening at his house, without, of
II. by Rev. R. M. Trafton. Miss Nettie
The border between the United
course, suggesting to him that Mrs.
Harrlinan of Stockton, to Hugh F.
Slates anil Mexico has been for a long
Laurence was going to administer her
Soper of Penobscot.
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
At
WALLACE—ORASSER
time one of the most troubled, romanLamoine.
first treatment In psychic healing.
May 18. by Rev. Silas W. Sutton.
Telephone 178-2.
tic anil lawless In the western hemi- j
Miss Christine V. Wallace of Lamoine
There was considerable confusion.
to Percival L. Grasser of Brooklyn.
sphere. Not only do the Mexican revoVera, the mother’s helper, had been
N. V.
lutionists periodically start something
away on her very rare afternoon off.
by shooting or raiding across the line,
The twins refused to be put to lied
DIED.
All Kinds of Lsundry Work.
NAPHTHA CLEANING
by anyone else and their rebellion hut this border also affords one of the BUNKER—At
Franklin, May 21. Mrs.
finest opportunities In the world for
gave the cue to the older child to
Florence E. Bunker. aged 31 yqprs, 10
Goods called for and deliverer!
smuggling. A large part of the opium
months. 5 days.
fall downstairs, with considerable InHODGKINS—At
Lamoine.
May
31, Special attention to
parcel post work
jury to his tired feelings, but no which Is consumed by addicts In this
David B. Hodgkins, aged 89 years.
country comes by way of the Mexican LADD—At Cranberry isles. May 29.
So dinner was late
great bruising.
Mrs. Lewis E. Ladd, aged 55 years 7
M. B. ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
border, and an Illicit business In arms
and the confusion still was discernmonths. 7 days.
and ammunition goes the other way.
TATE—At Ellsworth. June 1. Raymond State Street.
ible when Robert arrived.
Ellsworth. Me
A
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon I. Tate,
In the old days stealing horses In
■There were Intermittent walls from
aged 7 years. 5 months.
them
Mexico,
across the river
driving
WALLS—At Fairfield. May 28. William
the nursery, a slamming of dishes In
Walls Jr., of North Brooklin, aged
and selling them In the United States
the kitchen and glimpses of the rather
22 years. 7 months. 24 days.
was a thriving Industry and It Is probflush-faced, distracted Vera as she purably still carried on to some extent. In
sued the older children through the livJust
received from
the Interthe old days It was known politely as
ing room In her effort to pack them off
national Harvester Co., of America,
the “wet horse trade," because the
to bed.
But Mrs. Laurence was not
a car load of Farm Machinery conhorses were often sold when they were
Manufacturer anil dealer in
one to be much ruffled by such mild
sisting of Cream Separators, Dressstill wet.
domestic confusion, and eventually she
ing Spreaders, Oil Kngines and Harrows, Team Wagons and Cultivators,
managed to sit beside Mr. Ludwell
(lowed by nature for these lawless doMowers, Hakes and Tedders. If you
alone before the fireplace and make
and
Tablets
Markers
Monuments,
Is
It
want
ings.
flat, near-desert country, too
any repair parts, send me your
the first probing.
dry for farming, hut not too dry to sup- Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Me. order and I will see that you get
tie nao
sne discovered one tning.
them promptly
port heavy thickets of chaparral and
He
a
horror of boarding houses.
mosquite, which makes one of the densdisliked hoarding house coffee.
He
I have for *nlc a Mecond-hand (.ent-rat
est and most Impenetrable covers In the
likewise Imd a horror of any sort of
Electric Ford Starter in «ood condition.
world. That part of the country which
AI«o road wnwonn and exprcNn tvaKonn,
Storage Battery Repairing and Recharging new
confusion.
He Intimated when Mrs.
and aeeond-hnud.
lies within the big bend of the Rio
Laurence asked him point-blank why
New and used batteries for sale
Grande Is an especially dense jungle
had
never
married
that
It
he
possibly
of this kind.
It swarms with game.
A. P. ROYAL
was because he was a recluse by naThe desert white tall deer, the peccary,
88 State Street
Ellsworth
He
had
to have quiet for his
ture.
the wild turkey and the Mexican quail
writing.
are
I wish to announce that I have
abundant.
This supply of wild
So Mrs Laurence decided to Invite
opened an office in Ellsworth, as a
meat makes It easy for a Mexican outMr. Ludwell to leave his boarding j
abstractor of titles.
public
Having
law who knows where the water holes
house and spend a month at the Lau- j
retired from the Insurance business
PAST, PRESENT am! FUTURE
arc to hide out for long periods.
There he would
rence establishment.
after twenty-five years’ service, and
we
want to make you a present.
have no more boarding house coffee,
recently completed a term of office as
Superfluous.
Your name on
a postal
card will assessor, I am now in a position to
there would be no more confusion, she
"How
do
sir!"
do,
you
sa
give all my time to this work.
A11
suavely
was sure
bring it to you free.
matters entrusted to me will be given
luted the gent at the door. "1 am ofhe
acShe was surprised when
GFKRITY S, Dept. H. Bangor, Maine.
and
attention.
prompt
thorough
to
the
few
in
each compersons
cepted her and the doctor’s Invlta- j fering.
She hadn’t expected he would j munity who are of sufficient culture
tlon.
NYAL
e. T. SOWL.E1
to
a
valuable literary
appreciate It.
And the doctor
come so willingly,
book-”
work.
This
Attorney at Law.
was even more surprised,
uttice and Itesidence, 174 Main St.
“Book, hurl" Interrupted Gap John
“He says he wants to be away from
son of Rumpus Ridge. Ark.
“I had a
Telephone, ! Oil.
confusion?” gasped the doctor.
hook—forget now what 'twas about,
The Tonic That Does"
“I am sure you don't think there
a
good while, but about
though—for
Is ever anv confusion here." said Mrs.
Subscribe For
six months ago the baby took and
Laurence, "and the coffee Is certainly
Is a
gnawed It till It fell to pieces and
better than the kind one gets In a
wasn't no good on earth. No use to
boarding house." Mrs. Laurence was
Real Medicine
buy another'n till he gets old enough
planning now for her system of psyto understand what a book Is fur.”—
treatment
on Mr. Ludwell.
It was prescribed for 25 years by a
chopathic
Kansas City Star.
If she succeeded with him. she might
successful physician of Detroit, in
work
ns
a
career—she
up
take the
the treatment of rundown and work- ;
The Paper That Stops Coming When
His Principal Objection.
a
specialist.
might become quite
Now’ offered direct
The house agent had sounded his worn patients.
No more sub
Subscription Expires.
Meantime Doctor Laurence had been
praises of the new property to the to the public ON ITS MERITS.
scription bills piling up unexpectedly.
making observations, and he had obYou get what you pay for, but the
prospective buyer and at the end he
served a pair of pretty blue eyes which
We guarantee it.
said: “The death rate In this suburb
he had come to regard with something
paper will not be forced upon you
is lower than in any other part of the
akin to fatherly affection. He noticed
beyond that time.
country."
that at times those eyes turned a very“I
•‘aid
the
believe
prospective
you,"
soft limpid blue and then dropped In I
“t wouldn't be found dead
buyer
confusion. And then he would glance
"Once a Trial
Tit-Bits.
here myself."—London
Always Nyal”
$2.00 a year
across the room, only to find a pair
4
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North

Brooklin.
Jennie Young Ford. Leslie. Willie
and James Young have moved to
Center Harbor, where they have employment in the sardine factory.
Miss Ethel Lord and her
pupils
gave a pleasing entertainment In
the
•
hall Friday evening.
A (ire. started by children at
play
In the woods In the rear of Hay View
hall Saturday, for a time threatened
the community, but with the united
cfTorts of the school children and
men and women near at hand, it was
finally subdued without serious dam-

..

age.

William Walls died Thursday at
the sanitarium in Fairfield, after a
long illness, at the age of twentythree years.
In the few years he had
been a resident of this community,
he had gained many friends.
lie
leaves two brothers. Carroll and Andrew Walls, and four sisters. Josie,
Susie Cole and Margaret Cole and
Llxxie Davis.
The funeral was held
here Sunday afternoon.
Interment
at the North Brooklin cemetery.
May 31.
"Xenophon.”
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dentists of Boston and vicinity have charge
of this work
Association with these men is invaluable,
n0%
trom •technical view point, but in a practical
0®.V.
l Itra modern equipment, the most up-to-date of
way
any school of its kind.

leading

lUoir JCllOn

J

There is an unlimited demand for skilled dentist* and
The Harvard ('Diversity Den•p^ciallst* in deotjsiry
tal Hchool offers a most thorough and efficient
traiuing
,n
profession For those who wish to
specialiir there are courses in Oral Surgery. Orthodontia f straightening the teeth, and other branches.

r

r.xaminatinn
\ikju

of

diplomas of high schools covering reare admitted
without examination, in
One year in college required for euin 1WI
Graduate* of this school lead the professioo in standing and lucrative practice
For catalog
address
subject*
(jul,*d
September. 1930.
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EUUENE H. SMITH. D. n. D.. DEAN. BOSTON, MASS.

Laundry

L E. TREADWELL

H. W. DUNN

High Grade Granite and Marble

MANY PEOPLE
HAVE SLIGHT EYE TR'oI RLE AND STILL- CAN SEE VERY
WELL

THEY HESITATE

TO PAY

FOR

Battery Service Station

EXAMINATION IV THEY

DON’T NEED GLASSES
Dt UIVG APRIL
AND MAY I WILL MAKE EX AMINATIONS OF
11 Asks BY
APPOINTMENT. WITHOI T CHARGE, GIVING
'< H
PERSON A THOROl'GH SCIENTIFIC EXAMINATION,
llT AT A time WHEN I AM NOT
Ri'SHED.
THESE EXAMIMl'ST HE ARRANGED FOR AT LEAST TWENTYFOlR HOI'RS IN ADVANCE.

Abstractor of Titles

Amateur

NATIONS

YOl'RS FOR BETTER EYESIGHT,

Photographers

j

i

E. F. ROBINSON
REGISTERED

OPTOMETRIST AND OPTICIAN

Ellsworth,

Maine

F0R QUALITY AND ECONOMY, TRY

SMITH’S •“Sr,"’" MARKET
Dai,y

arrivals of

all

kinds

of FRESH

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF

at

FISH

lowest

killed

to order.

Prompt

attention

given Parcel^Post
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possible prices
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Orders

Alexander’s
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Pharmacy
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(& UJI. hr MrCtar* Ntnptrtr Sradltatt
"Now.

you listen to me, Mr. T«
demanded his wife, on<
as they were seated at th<
breakfast table.
“If yon wanted I
new fur coat, yoo wouldn't alt dowr
with pencil and pad to see whethei
you could afford tt or not, you'd slm
ply buy It. and then figure afterwards
So. why cant I do the same?"
"But. darling.” responded her bus
band pleadingly, "you know 'they'rt
terribly high just now. and they"
surely take a drop In price a little
later. If you’d only wait—”
‘Walt r " exclaimed his wife on th«
“That's all I hear
verge of tears.
wait.' Ill not wait }* Then she flopped
her napkin down on the table. “Koi
once In my life I"m going to have what
I want, when I want It." And she hue
rted out of the room.
Basel Harlow was in a rage.
Hot
ungovernable temper had been the
cause of much repentance on her part,
In a few minutes she
many times.
heard Ted go out of the door whistling,
and that settled It.
Before another
hour had passed, she was dressed for
the street, and headed for Hayden's

Harlow,"
morning

Built to give unsurpassed

:

mileage—anc^ they give

1

it.

Next time—BUY FISK

;

SILVY & LINNEHAN. Inc.

;
|

to know that
wa*

!

recently m,you
terribly aiok .nd „

»" •“». your
E|„lr
relieving her or *to.na< h
When 1 gave It to U,ul„.
„ ..
for

,»*

and fixed her up after

"After a short time 1 began tu cheer
and be myself again.
My bowels
"ere soon in order and I noticed that
the dissy spells hau left me.
I think
I am working
your Elixir wonderful.
up

V.

only two

Stan, of Worm, are:
hardened full belly, .wollrn
upper llB
»ur etomarh. offen.lve
breath aM
rax Iona! pain*, pale fare of
leaden
every day now.
stronger and
rye. heavy and dull, twttehln*
picking up my appetite. I feel full of ittrhln* of the
nnxtrite. and rhort
dry
gratitude toward Dr. True s Elixir.
much* crindln* of the teeth. : it;,
"The children sometimes eat
things polnt.etlrkinc out on the tonxu- ,Ur.
which don’t agree with them, when I
IMS dun nit We|i
.low fever
i;
am not around to see. and then cramps
children .how any ot the.,
.ymptomi
and constipation follow.
I Just get out
.tart aivln*
Dr.
True'. Eiuir. The
my bottle of I>r. True's Elixir and find
Family Laxative and Worm
no
trouble In getting them to take
at once.
It ha. dona wonder,
h h
It is Sway to take Their bowels
dren and crown-up. .tnre u,;
,*
are soon ail right.
It may interest you
ALL DEALERS.

department store.
After trying on several coats without finding one to suit, she became
discouraged and was about to leave,
when the clerk brought out a Hudson
seal, with skunk trimming.
“Ilow much Is
It?" she Inquired
breathlessly.
"Just five hundred.” replied the girl,
ns If she were saying flve cents.

ELLSWORTH. HAINE

MOTHKR AND < HI!,l>IO;\ OKATER U
In East Boston. Mass., at 2* Damson
street, a contented family of three children and the mother live, daily thanking in silence the kind neighbor who
helped th«*m when they were sick. Mra
Nellie Woodford Is the mother and she
writes the following letter to !>r. J. F.
True 4k Co.:
Haring W>ard about your
medicine from rdy neighbors and drugwondered
If your
Dr. True's
I
gist.
I am a
Elixir wasn't what I needed.
woman,
working six
hard-working
hours every day for the Penn Realty
Trust Company In Boston.
In doing
this work I use a lot of strength.
Besides this looking after my house and
the care of my three children wore me
out.
"I guess my nerve# got out of kilt
first.
1 worried a lot and seemed to
I lost my appetite.
1
get tired easy
was overtaken with
dissy spells, my
eyes got blurred, and I soon found I
had to stay home from work.
I didn't
do any housework, but-the rest didn't
do any good.
"I always had one special doctor for
myaelf and the children, but he was out
of town when 1 was sick.
I took medicine
the
from
which
druggist
my
friends brought in. but nothing did any
good. My bowels were out of order.
My breath bad. and 1 was shaky all
over.
Worst of all the terrible headaches came.
It seemed I had suffered
years before your Dr. True's Elixir was
brought into me by a neighbor.

Con.tJpatlon

J'
Iint’

"getting

r„',

v,'Bi

Kapellt'r

hundred 1”
ri»peated lintel
That was a great deal
more than she bad intended paying.
That evening the Harlow's were
hardly on speaking terms, yon know
one of those chilly sort of affairs. The
next morning Ted Informed bis wife
that he would be leaving at noon on a
business trip, which would necessitate his absence for several days. Although. he'd try and return for her
birthday. With a relieved look. Hazel
bid him good-by.
She would have a
few dayz In which to wear her new
coat before he saw It.
As Ted Harlow closed the door of their apartment. a delivery boy opened the lower
hall door, arlth a box for his wife.
Hazel had a wonderful time visiting
her friends, enveloped In her sealskin.
She was like a child with a new plaything. But, when the newness wore
off she realized the folly of her hasty
and
decision,
wondered
what she
would do If Ted really couldn't afford
such an expensive coat.
Finally her birthday came and went,
with no Ted. not even a present. It
was the first year he had neglected
her, amf It hurt. "Serves me right.”
she thought, “maybe he knows all. and
will never come back.” Hazel began
to realize that Ted’s love and affection were worth more than *n dozen
fur coats. "Why did I go against his
wishes.” she thought, “when he plead
"Five

thoughtfully.

Ha* Love for Snake*.
Qualified.
Is there such a thing as a snake
A northern vicar, having advertised
lover? Just ask the keeper of the
for an organist, received the following
reptile house who has been there for reply:
years and he will tell you snakes are
“Dear Sir—1 noticed yon have a
beautiful and kind.
Of course, you
vacancy for an organist and music
ean’t expert too much Intelligence, but
teacher, either lady or gentleman. £lav.
be has one hog-nosed snake who was
mg been both for several y-s
I beg
the pet of an old Quaker for years,
to offer you my services."—Pearson's
and the reverend gentleman read the
Weekly.
Bible to him every night, which he
eeemed to enjoy bearing. This sport ,
_o_
4as been denied him lately, since the
Impure blood runs you down—makes

gentleman died.—Exchange.

you

an

easy victim

for

pure blaod and sound
dock Blood Bitters

disease.

For

digestion—Bur-

At all

Price. *1.25.—Advt.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

»■—Superstition.
death
the family. It Is believed
In many parts of Scotland, 1* sure to
follow if a flowering hawthorn Is
brought Into the house. Among the
“sea going" superstitions of Scotland
are those
which prevent a Scotch
sailor from speaking of any four-footed
animal while on the sea. lest he com*
Into bad fortune, and the notion that
the fish will he frightened away If a
fisherman should paas a bare-footed
woman before boarding his ship.
A

drug storea.

Itching.
bleeding.
protruding or
piles have yielded to Doin') OintMe at all drug stores.—Advt.

blind
ment.

Socony Service
A wide

variety

of

mixtures is being sold

X

under the name “gasoline.” The best way
to be

sure

oline you
ures

up

■

buy measto quality

*k I

Sign of a

below. They sell only
OCON V Gasoline—
pure’, powerful. Look
for the Red, White and

atlSOCONYm

that the gas-

1 he

standards is to buy
from the dealers listed

|

MuTuR II B
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I lue

Socony Sign.

me

The

next

to wait*"

day. tear-stained and
weary, with a box under her arm, she
started In town for the store.
“I've worn It several times,” she explained to the clerk, “but I’ll pay for
any damage If you’ll only take It back
and credit my account.”
“Why. Mrs. Harlow.” said the girl,
with a look of surprise, “the coot you
bought was returned."
"Returned!" gasped Haxel. Incredulously. “There must be some mistake

and the World's

Reliable Dealer

ed with

ADDED TO ROLL OF HONOR
Thrift in Chile.
The Scot* and the French had better
Soldiers Reported "Missing in Acben*
look to their laurels as saving peoHave Been Clawed as "Pre.
ple*. Chile bids fair to rival them.
turned Dead
During the last ten years savings Institutions have risen considerably in
According to The Home Sect
number. In 1U10 there existed In the
there
are still between 230 and 9uu members
entire country but a dozen Independof the American front line army still
ent Institution* carrying the account*
tmaccounted for.
of some 20O.OOO persons; their comIn Speaking of this war my«t.-ry of
plete savings amounted to only *4.000.000 In American money.
missing men ibe ex-soldier's
,-azine
In 1017
deposits rose to 110.000.000 Chilean saya: “Soldier* who go Into battle are
like men who go down to the sea Id
peso*, which would equal about one
ships. There are those who return and
fourth as many American dollars. To
those who do not. those who live and
this. In the year 1918. were added 30.those who die. Anil then there are
000.000 more Chilean peso*. The nathose who dwell for year* In a twilight
tion has encouraged savings, through
aone of uncertainly, neither life nor
stamps and other substantial Inducements.
Incidentally It Is worth while death, from which no word ever cornea
noting that lotteries are not permitted ! back to the shore* called home.
"A few weeks ago the newspapers
In Chile; down there they believe In
of the country announce! that there
getting rich slowly and surely.
were no more member* of the a. K. F.
"missing In action.’ The only reason
Sounded hike a Curse.
they are not missing In action Is that
A spinster of about forty years or a
have been "presumed dead.’
bit more recently had a house to rent | they
“There are atlll between 230 and 300
Now her la*i tenant had three healthy
member* of the American front line
American sons and they had done a
army unaccounted for. who, carried on
great deal of damage to the bouse
the rolls for months and months at
so she had
firmly declared that she
missing In action, seem to have diswould tolerate no children this time.
appeared from the battle field as If
So when a man responded tn her adby the wage of a magician s wand,
vertisement. she asked him whether
leaving neither the ripple of a rumor
he had any children. “Seven.” he rebehind them, the testimony of an eye.,
turned and then went on to tell how
nor a footprint In all the paths >f the
good they wen".
world.
Bat the spinster Informed him that
“They are the Irreducible minimum
■tie would not rent her house to a
of the 30.000 lout, strayed or stolen
family In which there were so many
n the
men that the A. K. F. carried
children.
Angrily the roan turned
morning of Nov. 12, 1918. as missing
sway, but retorted over big shoulder:
“1 only hope some day you'll have sev- [ In action. To guard against Injustice
to their relatives or friends, the war
en children, lady, and can’t find a
department has ordered that from
bouse, either.”— Indianapolis New*.
henceforth they be carried as ’presumed dead' Instead of ‘missing in acMumor In a Ban It.
tion.' In order that their war risk laThe first day I worked In the bank
aunance benefits may tie pal-1. That la
tn which I am employed I waa given !
brief explains why the American army
a
sealed package marked “*10.000 la
as It stands demobilized today techrigold." which was in the form of a
cally has no ’missing In actio:
brick
I presented It to the downtown bank for payment and was gent
-ofrom one teller to the other, each one
PrUa-Fighter Congresses-in.
keeping hi* discovery to himself, unThe report that Carpentler, the prise
til I got sore because of the fact that
fighter. Is ambitious to become « memthey had me going around In a circle ber of the French parliament, recalls
and discovered I was the goat.
the election of John Morrissey to conI might add that it waa not a gold
’.he
gress on November 3, 1887 fro
brick—It was a red one.
C. B.
"Bloody Sixth" ward of New Tort
P. S.—Don’t you think a d—n fool
city, saya the Springfield Repub: -an.
like me earned a dollar!—Exchange.
Morrissey’s famous fight. In which he
defeated Heenan, took place October
Farther Away.
29. 1838. In the no-man’s land adjoinMr*.
Howies—I’ve
decided
(hat
ing Boston Corners in Berkshire -oaoEdith shall thr-e her voice trained In
ty. afterward conceded to New Tort
Europe.
by Massachusetts. The pugilist hid 1
but
Howlea—Certainly;
Isn’t there long record of Indictments for assault
some place
In Asia!—Rostoo Tran
and burglary and had served nine
script.
month* In the penitentiary for Bln*
--Q-breaches of the peace. He served h:s
The Ellsworth American
satisfactorily
district
is
congress
Beginning June 1, the Subscription
enough to he re-elected.
a Tear.
Subscribe Now.

Best Gasoline
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As the clerk came from the office
with the Information that her account
was In balance, and the coat had been
sold to another customer. Hazel, still
carrying the box. left the store In a
daze.
When she reached home and found
a telegram stating that her husband
would return that evening, her brain
was In a whirl.
What would she do?
How could she ever explain? If the
coat was not hers, then whom did It
Tired and weary, she
belong to?
threw herself on the bed In a flood of
tears.

C.

L, Moran*.
Ell*. Edy. £ Mach Wks,
Silt) £ I.innehan,
H.
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Ell*worth

E*tey,
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E. E. Kowe.
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A. R. t onary.
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F. A. Bowden.
Brook I in
G. M. Allen £ Son,
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North Brooksyille
S. H. Hawes.
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‘
I- Morang,
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law is Jordan.
Mt. Desert

Ferry

Howard Crosby,
Alden K. Haslant.

Aurora
Waltham

Whitcomb, Haynes X Whitney,
Ellsworth Falls
H. L Danico.
North Ell-worth
C. F. Wescotl, Jr.,
Bluehill
R. I>. Hinckley.
I. E. Stanley,
F. L Nason,
O. E. Billings.

Standard Oil

trip."
“Glad!"
face with

Daniel McKay,
Djr«r Bro-.,
Gott & Hanson
C. J. Murch.

Surry
Franklin
**

East brook

H. Hopkins,
L. Smith,
J. Sherman Douglas.
E. M. King,
H.

Trenton

H.

Lamoine
**•

F. B. Sylvester,
South Bluehill
G. U. t’olwell X Co., South Hancock
H. W. John-on.
Hancock

V'

Company

When Ted Harlow came In that evening the soft, red glow of the floor
lamp helped to hide the swollen eyes
and worried expression of his wife.
“Hello. Utile sweetheart 1" he exclaimed. giving her a fond embrace:
“glad to see me back? I’ve had a hard

*

of New York

cried Hazel, covering hh
kisses
“Ted, I've missed
you terribly." Tou’d think they’d Dever
spoken a cross word
I-ater, as they sat In front of the
crackling logs In the fireplace. Haxel
venrnred:
“Marling. I’ve something awful to
teW you. I—I bought a fur coat and
they won’t take It hack.” Then trembling. she outlined her predicament,
“Hazel, dear." said Ted. soothingly,
after she had finished, “you really
caret) enough about me to take It
hack?”
“Y-yes.” she half sobbed. “Cancan you ever forgive me?"
“Forgive you'" exclaimed her hn«hand. Tin afraid I'm the one that’s
to blame.
Yon see. It was I who sent
vonr coat hack, and later bought It for
cash to give you as a present. I In
'ended to Inclose my card with birthday greetings, but must have forgot
ten.
That's why I asked you to wait.”
“Oh. Teddy, dear. I've been so miserable." with tears streaming down her
cheeks. “Til never—never buy .another thing without your consent."
As the fire died In the hearth. Its
last flickering glow shone on the happy
faces of two who had entered that
realm of forgiveness which almost
makes little fusses worth while.

This Medicine Recommended by
I
I
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h
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yuur

cold,

i

a

Doctor

When a doctor uses a medicine hlmself besides prescribing it to his patients,
he must know that it has merit.
This la what Dr. J. H. Wagner, a prominent physician of Skate. Kentucky has
to say about Dr. Hartman’s well-known
remedy, PE-RU-NA: "I have used PERU-NA myself for catarrh and have
given it to others for catarrh, bloating
after eating and other ailments. It has
proved a success In all cases with qld
and young men and women. All speak
well of PE-RC-NA. It is the best of all
tonics.”
Dr. Wagner, out of the fullness of his
own personal experience, for the good of
all sick and suffering, recommends *
medicine which he knows to be good,
You may be sure a doctor would not ecdanger his professional reputation by
endorsing PE-RU-NA unless satisfied beyond a doubt of its value.
vrouoie

De*a

couju

•■

or a more subtle catarrhal effection
of the stomach, bowels or other organs.
w
DR. J. H. WAGNER
give PE-RU-NA a trial. The Imm-diate
improvement which you will see will sntl,h
w,
U
d * d00bt th*t PE RU-.NA la what
you need
PE-RU-NA may be purchased anywhere In tablet or
Pquld form.
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Class 3.
Walter A. Brewster .Orlan<
Class 3.

Fred L. Mason .Ellswortl
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Class 5.

By JENNIE LITTLE.

William E. Bragdon .Franklli
George A. Martin .Hancoct
Class 3.
Alonzo S. Wlthain .Bluehll
John F. Wood .Bluehll
Class 7.

George

A.

Savage .Mount Deser
DEMOCRATS.

Governor.
Bertrand G. Mclnttre.Norwaj
For

For State Auditor.
James J. Mellon .Blitdcforc
For Representative to Congress.
Archie C. Towle .Oaklant
For Stale Senator.
Otis Littlefield .Bluehll
One vacancy
For Coooty Attorney.

Vacant

’

For Register of Deeds.

Cut your Kitchen Hours
No

Far Sheriff.

getting

up to kindle fires. No more coal scutashes to carry, an* no more soot. All
the
drudgery Uiat makes kitchen hours drag, abolished.
^er^ectlon 0*1 Cook Stove gives full
cooking
heat the instant the match is applied.
The long, blue chimney on this stove concentrates the
Dame and gives just the proper draft for
perfect
combustion. At the same time this
chimney drives all
the beat directly to the spot where it does the most
good.
A special feature of the built-in oven cook stove is the
heat-retaining oven. Give it thirty minutes of quick
heat—close the damper and turn the burner off. All
the heat i* retained in the oven until the food is to be
served.
»°re

Ralph E. Cunningham .Ellsworth
For Register of Probate.
Vacant
Ernest Haynes .Bar Harboi
For tooaty Commissioner
Charles F. Whitmore ..Verona
For Repreoentatlvea.
Class 1.

Uea to fill or

i

j

The New Perfection Oil Cook Stove has S,000,000
It comes in 1,8, S and 4-burner sixes.

j

I
I

Claaa 3.

George E Davis .Ellsworth

if
»

K
IF

Class 7.

Henry L. Gray.Southwest Harbor
The Representative Classes.
The seven representative classes in
Hancock county, by number, are as fol-

f

users.

J

lows:
Class 1—Bar Harbor.
Class 2—Bucksport, Orland, Castine,
Dedham and Verona.
Class 3—Ellsworth. Trenton, Aurora
Amherst. Otis, Marlavllle.
Waltham
and Plantations 8. 10, 21, 28, 33.
Class 4—Sionlngton, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. Eagle Island. Hog Island, Buttei
Island, Bear Island, Pumpkin Island
and Long Island plantation.
Class 5—Gouldsboro, Sullivan, Frank-

l\

\

NEW STOVE
PERFECTION

\

AND WATER, HEATER

For best results use
Socony Kerosene

I’ltlMARY CANDIDATES.
Complete I.iM of Those Who Will be
Voted Kor in June.
Below is a complete list of republldemocratic candidates for
aa anil
tomination for national. State and
wanly offices, who will be voted for
is Hancock county in the primaries
a Monday. June 21:
HEPt nucAita.
For (lOtfrur.
P.

Class 4.
Allston M. Hatch
.Stonlngton
Class 5.
Alonzo W. Cleaves .(..Hancock
Class 6.
Ithamar E. Stanley .Bluehll]

k

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

V fill com

DrerlBf .Saco

A. Jack.Lisbon
Pari K. Mtlliken .Augusta

Frederic H. Parkhurst .Bangor
Hoy

J

For Hrglatrr of nrrda.l Two-year
term)
George R. Hadlock -Cranberry Ialea

I

lin. Hancock, Winter Harbor, Sorrento
Eastbrook and Townships 7 and 9.
Class 6—Bluehill,
Surry, Brooklln
Penobscot and Brooksvllle.
Class
7—Mount
Desert, Tremont
Southwest
Swan’s
Harbor.
Island
Cranberry Isles, Lamoine, Mt. Deseri
Rock and Marshall Island.

For Reglaier of Probate.
Robert P. King .Ellaworth

For State Auditor.
Ward well .Augusta

For Hepreoeatatlee te CSBfrtaa
John A Peters.Ellsworth
For State Senator <3>
Wiley c. Conary .Bucksport
Arthur B. Holt
.Gouldsboro
Percy O. Sargent.Sedgwick
For C'ouaty Atforaey.
William E. Whiting .Ellsworth

Ward

For Sheriff.
W. Weacott ..Ellaworth

For t oeaty C ommlaaloaer. (Oae)
Milton S. Arey .Bar Harbor
Eorreet O. Sllaby .Amherot
For Itepreaentatlves.

...........

Class

1.

George A. Phillips .Bar Harbor

-O--

Gearing Reversed.
I put a new rear axle In our cai
and wishing to take a ride I threw In
the reverse gear to back out of the
garage. To my surprise, the car started forward right toward the end wall
of the garage.
In patting the axle
In I had got the driving gear on tfie
wrong side of the drive shaft, so that
It reversed the
gearing.—Exchange.

I-—

Superior Corn Flakes
Not thin

wispy flakes

mush down when

added,

that

quickly

milk is
but substantial flakes—full of
cream or

delicate flavor and food goodness.

one

who likes

I

flakes for they have all the
goodness of old fashioned kinds
plus a greater satisfaction in
taste and eating quality which
is immediately recognized.
and to

package from your grocer;
be sure of the best, specify Post Toasties by

a

name.

Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc.
Battle Creek, Michigan

•

Prominent Veterinaryof Dover
Suffered Tortures for
Twelve Years

Kzhon Markham, famous In nstron
omy, ambled leisurely along his favor
lte path through the orchard, with hi*
head In the clouds, as usual, and onlj
his feet connected with
mundane
things. So engrossed was he in plan*
for the coming evening's work, thal
he failed to notice the loveliness of the
waning afternoon. The fruit trees wert
like huge pink and white bouquets. A
group of lambs frisked and bounced oe
the velvety grass from sheer Joy ol
living. Two belated butterflies winged
their golden way upward Into the blue
and a diligent bee worked overtime
loath to leave the treasure-laden blossoms, while the descending sun beamed
with seeming satisfaction upon the picture which he had helped to create,
Not the least attractive detail was a
girl perched on a low, broad limb, read
lng and drinking In the sweetness ol
the canopy above her. There Is one
picture that no artist can ever paint
Lie at ease under an apple tree, looking np at the sections of blue sky seen
between Its foliage, and you have fonnd
It

“FRUIT-A-nVES”«nd*'Sootha Salva"
Finally Brought Relief
Dover, N. H.
“In 1906, I began to be troubled
with Eczema. It started on my face
and gradually spread. The second
summer, I was so badly afflicted I
had to lay off work. I would keep
my hands tied up at night to prevent
digging into my flesh while asleep.
I spent hundreds of dollars in seeking
relief. I would go for several months
without trouble and then the Eczema
would break out again and I would
be in for a siege of suffering. My
bands, especially across the knuckles,
would be so puffed and swollen I
could not do any obstetrical work
or operations.
It was about three months ago I
chanced to read an ad. of ‘Fruita-tives’ about a person being cured
of Weeping Eczema by using this
remedy and ‘Sootha Salva’. I bought
both and in about a week, noticed an
improvement. I have now used two
boxes of ‘Fruit-a-tives’ and one of
'Sootha Salva’ and am entirely free
of Eczema. My flesh is clear and
smooth and I am that gratified with

At the sound of footsteps she looked
np, then swung lightly to the ground,
and stood smilingly expectant. But the

professor

was as blind
to the little
teacher's charms as he had been to the
lambs, the butterflies and the blossoms,
and Dnssed hv without a <ri n npp
She stamped her foot In exasperation
at the retreating figure.
“Would anyone but a mummy Ignore me as he
does, and never even ask me to walk
with him on a day like this? Ever
since he came to Mrs. Brady’s six
weeks ago, the only conversation he
has favored me w-lth Is, “Please pass
the salt,’’ and I douht if he knows
which is It and which is me.
Why.
the old entomologist who boarded here
last summer was much more human,
for whenever he found a particularly
horrid, creepy, crawly bug, he brought
It to me to admire. If only those hornrimmed soup plates would get broken,
for I believe there are a pair of fine
eyes behind them.
He can't be a day
over 35, hut look at that shock of hair
and awful old linen duster. Poor thing!
Ho Is like a pitiful little boy who needs
mothering and doesn’t realize It."
An imp of mischief peeped out in
her sudden smile as she watched him
disappear. “Over the stile, up the hill,
and nround home by the cross roads.
Mary, dear, it's up to you to call his
attention to the fact that there are
stars to be seen on earth without a
telescope, or perish in the attempt,"
and she ran back toward the house.
The professor had taken his scheduled tramp and was on the home
stretch, rehearsing his latest lecture.
“And so the /Nation of the astral
bodies to—Jumping Jupiter!” for a bicycle, speeding noiselessly up behind,
gave him a Jolt that destroyed both
his train of thought and equilibrium.
Before he could regain his halnnce he
was over the roadside,
standing ankle
deep In a little brook that gurgled with
glee at his predicament, and the offending spectacles lay In fragments on the
ground.
The collision had also unseated the
rider, who sat in the dust trying to
control her countenance. “Really," said
the professor with n peeved air, stepping out of the water and shaking each
foot gingerly, like a "at who had been
trying to steal the goldfish, “the road
seems wide
enou^ for both of us,
without this untlmetj* disturbance,” and
at that, the offender covered her face
with both hands, and her shoulders
heaved spasmodically.
He eyed her
with some concern. (Truly Mary had

too

corn

Order

—■«

(©. 1920. by McClure Newspaper Syndicate

and he more careful next time;" hut to
his surprise he discovered that he hnd
helped not a child, but an unmistakably
young lady to her feet.
He dropped
her hands ns If they had burned him,
and the little teacher turned a tear-wet
face in his direction.
How could he
know that only by biting her lips unmercifully could she keep from bursting into laughter.
“Please pardon me. Professor Markham,” she quavered, “but you should
have been on the footpath and I
turned the curve from the crossroads

Best Com Flakes Made
to every

■=^-.

not.jumped at conclusions—they were
splendid eyes.)
"Don’t cry, child, accidents will happen,” he said more kindly; “jump up,

Post
Toasties
appeal

.Bar Harboi

Class 3.
Vacant

Sold by dealert everywhere

i

John H. Stalford

TERRIBLE CASE «
OF ECZEMA

MARY’S STRATEGY

Class 4.

Percy T. Clarke.Stonlngtoi

quickly.”

“You have the advantage of me,” returned the professor In his most stilted
tones, "Though your face seems familiar. But do not let the matter disturb you further.”
Then she flashed a radiant glance
npon him.
“Why, T am your righthand neighbor at Mrs. Brady’s table—
Mary Mordaunt."
The professor unsuspectingly met
that look—and the scales fell from his
eyes. Was it possible that there were
objects as beautiful as stars which all
this time he had been overlooking?
He threw back his head and breathed
deeply of air that seemed to set his
pulses bounding with new life. What
a
sunset!
What a night!
What a
girl! Oh. Mary, you have certainly
done your work well.
Several hours later the professor
entered bis neglected study, and walking to the window viewed the midnight
sky, but when he looked at the Milky
Way he thought of a left-cheek dimple that twinkled In and out, and eyes
that outshone a whole galaxy of stars.
In the privacy of her room the
wicked little plotter giggled to herself.
“All's well that ends well,” she quoted,
“though I really didn't reckon on that
brook. I wonder what he would say
If he knew that 1 bumped him pur-

posely.”

the result that I cannot proclaim too
loudly the merits of these remedies”,

E. N. OLZENDAM, D. V. M.
Both remedies
box, 6 for $2.50.

sold at 50c, a
At all dealers or

are

postpaid by FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. T.
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II
Coffee that
I

delights

Maine folks and
folks who visit
Maine folks.

j

Your neighborhood dealer
sells this superior coffee.

j

Jlskfor

it!

THURSTON ,„d KINGSBURY CO..

Bangor, Maine.

I

GO TO THE RESCUE
Don't Wait 'TUI It’s Too Late—Follow the Example of an Ellsworth
Citizen.
Rescue the aching back.
If it keeps on aching, trouble may
come.

Often it indicates kidney weakness.
If you neglect the kidneys’ warn-

ing,

Look out for urinary disorders.
This Ellsworth citizen will show
you how to go to the rescues
Mrs. Emma N. Burke, 13 Liberty
St., says: “Some years ago I suffered
considerably from kidney and bladdertrouble.
My back pained me,
especially when I had to stand on my
feet any length of time.
I had other
distressing kidneys disorders, too. I
saw Doan’s Kidney Pills highly advertised and I got a supply from C.
E. Alexander’s drug store.
I received great benefit from the first
I
and
can
certainly recommend
Doan's Kidney Pills highly.”
Price 60c, at all dealers.
Don’t
simply ask for a kidney remedy—
get Doan's Kidney Pills-—the same
that Mrs. Burke had,
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

How Do You Walk?

According to the testimony of boot
salesmen, the tendency of the average
individual It to wear out one or other
of his boots more quickly than the
other. “There are all sorts of reasons
for this,” said the manager of a wellknown London shop. “Corns on the
right foot, for instance, mean that
the left boot Is going to be more heavily worn. I have'known cases where
one boot will be worn out two months
before the other shows any signs of
the well-known theory of a difference
In length between the right and left
leg. The habit of stepping off moving
trains and trniuearg also bears hardly
on the left foot.

"Are you freckled?" he
wasn't sore Just what be
ought to ...
*•
so be went slowly.
"I knew you didn't think of
me ..
being that type." said pegev trim
I phantiy, and then he knew
road lay. and lied vallantlv
Moreover. , certain
temerity cm.
over him.
flaring km hi,

hoi ,Z

teadrlnk^!>*

equipment on a convenient taVe
tmt two eon.polling hand* on
19ft. bjr McCltr* N«*(pkp«r Syndicate >

"Say, Freckles, who was that uleelooktng. round-fared young man that
spoke to you when you got off the
••ary asked Laura, with all the fondest-enslnn of an older slater who had
overheard so frequently the remark
that she was the beatjty of the family,
and that Peggy was Just a nice little girl that she wa* beginning to believe It.
"Don’t call me Frecklea I" snapped
Peggy, as she Impetuously pulled off
her Jaunty little tam o'shanter that
wa« a part of her skating outfit. Then
abe peered Into a handglass on her
llefor'R dressing table.
"They really are fading. No one who

*

^h8ft^o^bileS

+he prejudice

&SS-**•

hadn't known before t began ualng
that new cream w ould know I ever had
any freckles, and It sounds Just dreadfully to call a girl of my age—twenty,
almost—by such a perfectly childish,
silly nickname."
Then another pause. In which she
studied the pleasant, wholeaoroe features In the mirror with considerable
"Resides, he Isn’t round
scrutiny.
faced,
ft’s quite an oral."
“Who Is he? Who Introduced you?
Don’t be a ctam."
"No one Introduced me. So there P
"Peggy Toung’ How dare you speak
to a young man you don’t know anything about?"
"I do know a lot about him," replied
Peggy, Who was really very eager to
tell all she knew about the young man
under discussion. “He Is a young newspaper man. I often see Min. He goes
to work shout the time Pm coming
from skating, and—well It was Just a
case of mutual attraction, J suppose.
Pd noticed him for a few days before
he ever seemed to see me. Then one
he noticed me; he seemed to he
looking through to my very soul: not
at all In an Impertinent way, but In
a searching, serious way.
Just that
look was as good as an Introduction.
When a man looks at a girl that way,
she Just knows he's all tight.
I
looked up and he seemed realty embarrassed.
He hadn't meant to annoy
me, and then, when J left the car and
looked back at Mm to see whether he
was still looking, he raised his hat ever
so slightly.
After that we Just naturally spoke to earh other.
And he
told me that the reason why he spoke
—raised his hat—that first time was
because he thought other people had
seen him looking at me and he wanted
It to seem that be really knew me.
Wasn't that thoughtful of him?"
“I am really shocked "* commented
Laura, whose expression, on the contrary. showed Intense Interest. “I suppose 1 ought to speak to father.”
"I didn't tell him about the way you
got acquainted with Stanton Jones.
Just because you had chairs besides
each other coming home from col-

because
ws“
'
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cars

NOW

are

every-

The horses

where.

first in

figuring their
ing expenditures.

have gotten used to them—

and

has

so

This year the

American people will spend

nearly

billion dollars

a

on

We believe that the
of the
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Select your tires according to the roads
they have to travel:
In sandy or hilly country. wherever the going
is apt to be heavy—The
U. S. Nobby.
For ordinary country
roads—The U. S. Chain
or Usco.
For front wheels—The
U. & Plain.
For best results—
everywhere—U. S.
Royal Cords.

big-

owner’s

car

bills.

Hardly

Saturday,

a
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that

more

one
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when
in

drop

“tune up” for

to

Sunday trip,
of

you

doesn’t tell
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something

later it comes back

of

to you

in Service.

of

And

good
are

man

is entitled

tire service

with the

man

big

car

entitled to the

best tire service they can get.

That’s why we represent
U. S. Tires in this commu-

nity.
And

why

—large and
ing

more car owners

small—are

to us every

com-

day for (J. S.
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car

this

community
looking for nowadays.

owners

got

the

as

car

Tires.

Service is what the
are

to just

—and both

motorists

you

EJWLCORD-IOBBr-OvyiHflCD-PlAm

with the small

as

It

or

Just because a man has a
moderate price car is no
reason why he should get any
less service out of his tires.

tires alone.
Tires

III

else.

everybody

Think of it!

motor-

especially the small

owners, who put service

Come

about tires.

help

you

lege."

in and talk

to

us

"That was quite different.
With
•Stanton It was a case of love at first
sight; and when a man loves at first
sight, you don't think he Is going to
wait for an opportunity to have an In-

We’re here to

get the kind of tires

you want.

“Maybe It

was
if yon could have
the way he looked at me! I never
had anyone look at me that way before.
Of course, he hasn't told me he
love* me yet, though he has said he
was very, very fond of me."
“Well, I think there was something
very funny about It," said Laura.
“Ton mean that when a man wants
to meet you the first time he sees
you.
It Is perfectly natural, because
you
are beautiful; but that when a
man
feels that way about me, there
must
t>e something queer—he must have
been crazy or drunk or
something.”
“I didn't say that. Peggy." assured
Laura. “But If you must know
It. you
aren't Just that type. Some
people Just
aren't, you know. freckles, and you're
one of them."
seen

\
'

Silvy
H. I- Googins,
J. ». Paris,

United States Tires
&

Linnehan,

Bock-port
Sedgwick

Inc. Ellsworth

Hoopers Garage,

Cturtiae
BlaehUl

F. L. Mason.

C. W. Gria.Be,
Webb Bros.,

North Brooks ville

Stonington.

with his mother.
Miss Alice Cowan
of
Pittsfield
the
spent
week-end
with
Helen
Crocker.
Mrs. Evelina Cousins has returned
from Orrington, where she spent the
winter.
Mrs. Flora Blaisdell has come
home to live with her son.
Mrs. E. F. Johnson and children
came home Monday.
Mrs. Bernice Johns of Bangor
spent the week-end here.
Augustus Treworgy is home from

Philadelphia.
Mrs. Daniel McKowen went to
Southwest Harbor Monday.
The grammar school gave an entertainment in the Grange hall, Fri-

day evening.
June 1.

for years a master builder of
fishing vessels. In the days when Lamoine had a large fleet of these vessels.
He also built several coasting
vessels, the largest of these being the
three-master Jennie A. Stubbs.
He
was prominent in town affairs, and
highly respected. He leaves three
was

and a daughter.
Capt. Charles Hodgkins is putting

sons

the yacht Awa in condition.
He has
chartered with New York parties for
the summer.
D. D. Hodgkins had a shock Friday night, and is in a serious condition.
May 29.
R.
-o-

East Eamoine.
Mrs. Elizabeth Moody of Boston
has opened her cottage for the summer.

L.

Lamoine.
Mrs. Eliphalet Pettee and son
Merton of Seal Harbor are guests of
her sister. Mrs. C. A. Crane.
Mrs. Cassie King of Brookline,
Mass., has opened her house for the
Mrs. Lester Young is with
summer.
her for a short time.
Mrs. James Covey and daughter
Leone have gone to Milton to Tisit
relatives.
Dr. H. G. Hodgkins and family of
Waterville were week-end guests of
his brothers, Charles and Frank

Hodgkins.
Charles Hodgkins has had a telephone Installed in his house.
David B. Hodgkins, one of the oldest and best-known residents of this
town, died Monday, at the age of
Mr.
eighty-nine years.
Hodgkins

Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Kingman of
Brewer were week-end guests at H.
L Smith’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Coolidge and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoyt of Brewer
were here over Sunday.
Percival Grasser of Brooklyn. N.
Y., came to town recently and took
away with him Miss Christine Wallace, one of our most popular young
ladies.
The wedding took place at
the home of her father, W. C. Wallace, with relatives and a few intimate friends present. Their friends
wish them much happiness.
May 31
L.
-—o-

Deer Isle.

Capt. W. S. Greene, who has been
in Dr. Cousins’ private hospital in

Portland for an operation,
turned home to recuperate.

has re-

-o-

Subscribe for the American
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call me Freckle*.”
protested
West Eden.
all those long months, one son, I Peggy. “I can stand haring you say
all those other mean
A daughter. Ida Lillian, arrived at I William Spurting of
things, but I wou t
Islesford, her
the home of Mr. and Mris. Jesse Mayo mother. Mrs. Elizabeth Leland. who be called Freckles. I am sore Mr. BarMay 2«.
arrived from Massachusetts Thurs- ges* doesn’t think I am freckled. I’m
The body of George Mayo, young- day. one sister. Mrs. Effie Quitmeyer Just going to ask
him. so there; and if
est son of Isaac
Mayo, who died of South Lancester. Mass., and three I be says I'm freckled,
noticeably, then
last winter in a Bangor hospital, was brothers. Fred. William jrtid Owen
can
on.
yon
go
and If he says he d
taken from the tomb In Trenton and Macklnzie.
Funeral services were |
notice them, then
hardly
you just
brought here for interment in Mt. held to-day. Rev. Mr. Brooks of Seal
mustn't call me Freckles."
View cemetery May 23.
Harbor officiating.
Beautiful flowers
Two
days later an opportunity arMrs. Clarence Hopkins and two bore tokens of love and
sympathy.
rived for Thomas Burgess to settle
children recenjly visited her brother.
the
Thomas Macomber, in Franklin.
dispute between Laura and Peggy. It
South Hancock.
Mrs. Ida Rich, who has been In
had been dee ded that Peggy
Arthur Smith has moved his houseought to
poor health the past winter, has gone hold
Introduce the new admirer of
goods from the Walsh house
her
to Bar Harbor hospital for treatment.
Into the McCauley house.
to
Laura—propriety really demanded
Her many friends hope she may soon
John Grover has sold his house to 1 It. Laura said.
And It should be done
be able to return home fully restored Weston
Pomroy, who Is occupying it. correctly in the afternoon, with
to health.
Laura
Miss Bertha Wooster of Waltham, |
pouring tea behind a softly lighted tea
The Y. M. C. A. boys’ society has
Mass., is here on business.
table and Peggy
recently been organized by Rev. Mr.
looking sweet and
L. A. Penney, wife and daughter
Brooks of Seal Harbor, and much in- and Miss
frilly in the afternoon frock and light
Gabrielle Wooster of Banterest Is being shown in It.
■Uppers. Just a* If they always looked
gor spent Memorial day here.
The
body of George Edwards
Stanley Gordon, who is employed that way anti drttuk tea every afterlieut. commander, C. S. N.. who lost in
no to
Bluehill. is home for a few days.
And It was easier for Mr. Burhis life when the steamship Gypsum
E. J. Turner, whose home, the late
ge-* to acquiesce In the
tea-party Idea
Queen, LT. S. 8., was wrecked during Stephen Merchant
place, was burned than for most of Laura's suitor*, bethe war. was buried here with miliSunday morning
has moved back
cau-e he worked at
honors
tary
last Wednesday.
nights and was
The to the home of his
father, Jeremiah ther-fore as free at
services at the cemetery were in Turner.
teatlme as the
I
most leisured of Beau Rrumme’.s
charge of George Kirk post. AmeriIX.
May
w.
can Legion, of Bar Harbor. Lieut. Ed"Sam. Mr. Burgess," asked Teggy,
-owards was a brave soldier, and had
as soon as the tea
serving formality
North Hancock.
the respect and love of all who knew
had been gone through and Mr. BurE. L. McKay was home from Banhim.
Sincere sympathy is extended
was
gcRS
gor.
Saturday and J. A. McKay from
feeling verj uncomfortable
to the widow. Mrs. Ina Edwards.
Calais for the week-end.
with a teaeuft spoon and Jam sand
May 29.
M.
Miss Marie McFarland of Ellswlch
all
balanced on one saucer. “Mr.
-oworth, was the week-end guest of
Burgess, would you say that I was
Cranberry Isles.
Mrs. Lydia Joy.
freckledr
Mrs. Lewis E. Ladd died Saturday
Mrs. S. Coffin of Bar Harbor Is vis- 1
Torn Burgess suddenly turned
after nearly two years of suffering,
perRing Mrs. W. E. Foue
borne with great fortitude.
ceptibly red. He must have been conShe will
Miss Frances Cleaves was home
be greatly missed.
fnsed. for the teaspoon fall rrom hi*
Mrs. Ladd was from Bar Harbor for Memorial
day.
fifty-five years of age. She leaves a
saucer and It was «*tuy In midair that
G. L. Stewart has purchased a
husband, who has been untiring In car.
the Jam sandwich waa saved from a
ministering to her night and day for
similar fate.
May 11.
M,
1

Surry.
Ralph S. Torrey spent last week

^

j

j

shoulder, and bent her head
the light In a way that for
Just a mn.
raent filled the soul of
the
laiura with envy. He look*)
„ra(i|.
Into her frank young face.
looking It,t her two blue eye,
‘1 can’t see a single
freckle.”
Kventualiv Laura withdrew
fmm th
room
reception
whgn the tea drinking
formalities lai longer called
for her
presence cod Tom Burgess made
hno
rled explanation*.
"I don’t want to start out
deceiving
Too." he told Peggy* "Tt’s B„.-nj ,n
aurh a wonderful
th!ng-yOUr f, ,.nd.
,hip—that I want it to start risk*
So PH have to tell you. I
Just li d to
.von. but It ws. l-eskuae I didn’t
-him
It concerned any one hut ourselvc
oot
even your sister.
I said I nev,
no.
tired a Single freckle, but that
‘sn’t
Just so"
Tom paused and toot;
>wo
stotl). finr. hand. In hla a. If he
r.-,.d*d
them for reason ranee, and
Peggy m,(ja
no effort to release them.
"Ton see, that first day I noticed
you
I'd started out on an
assignment.
There was some row between a
f<h
dety woman and a halr-dre««
rjf
had guaranteed to remove all
h>mIshc*. and be hadn’t removed
tb*
freckles, and so the question s-|g
Whether freak let were blemishes
It
was of no Importance, but
becau«- th*
woman was welt known in
society it
gave a chance to work It up Into a
may sort of stogy about wbst the
artists and beauty experts think shout
freckles. I'd never noticed them
esp*.
dally until I got an assignment Then
I saw you, and—well, that Is why I
was so Interested.
Of course lately it
was Just for you.
I told you Iw-oaus*
I want to start right"
There was a pause. "Start whatr
asked Peggy, preferring not to mentlon freckle* further.
"Start being engaged.” said Tom,
simply. "Are you willing?"
"Tea." ws, Persy's inwr
_nd
then—"but don’t let’s tell Laura how

bea„,p!!

.h4

,„?!

£

It

happened.

REALLY

USEFUL
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Soldier** Overcoat Ha* Beer Found to
Be a Uaeful Blessed Relic of
the Recent War.
Folk* who ran look back to the early
seventies without suffering from the
astigmatism of toosllstant reminiscent*—you have to he at least fifty
rears old to do It—will tell you of the
numbers of blue service overcoats thst
used to appear annually »« soon »»
winter bared Its tooth.
They were
particularly affect el by hackmw. who
permitted the rapes to stream I hind
and trail splashes of light blue r-d
or yellow for the edification of the
Thousands of
pedestrian populace.
models of these overcosts arc still n
existence, for one of Ibem got,.rally
drapes the bronze flgun- a* parade
rest atop the soldiers' moron: .-at in
the center of the village green.
Moth and rust have done
Mt;
the taxi has supplanted th;
the tsackmen have gone the way of ail
r
A
flesh, remarks the Home So
■

■

s
dawned, a new war hr
peace bleased the earth (In a
manner of speaking) and a new crop
of army overcoats. 0. P. an i not
ne,
:s mowas demobilised at a prop!:
ment.
: an*
The physically fit Aroeri
hood of this wtnter of 1919 I'.OO may
be divided Into four groups (o' hardy
souls who do not wear overcoats (b)
fortunate souls who have o'er its
left over from 1917: (c) J. P M> -atk
Oiarles M. Schwab and John P R kr-: ill
feller, Jr, and (d) those »:
wear the government Issue.
r.-ed
How many persons are roc
"■*
In the last category there Is
’re
of telling.
Some of the gani.t
camouflaged under the blue dy- flossy
nonregmlatlon l<elta, fur or rear fur

new

era

new

collar*.
Most of them, however—
and their number Is hundreds of thousands—retain unaltered and undisguised the cut. shade and Bt w! : h the
Even
quartermaster corps gave them
the Old Abe. with hi* claws fu.l of
arrow*,
and olive branches and his
beak

hard-a-atarh-mrd.

-'

H

dully forth from their Cron
costing whgt overce
long may he beam 1

overcoats

And.
do.

Shooting Humming Birds.
the
To shoot a humming hint *it
the
sum!to*t Mrdsliot made la out
question, for the tiniest seed* of
would destroy the delicate plumageThe only way In which the bird can
be captured for commercial purpose*
1* to shoot It with a drop of water
from a blowgun or a fine Jet from a
■mall syringe. Skillfully directed, fhe
water stuns him.
He fall* in -• a
en net, and before he recover* conadonsneas la suspended In a cyanld*
Jar. This must be done quh
If he cornea to hls senses before the
cyanide whiff snuff* out his life he
able to ruin Jds plumage In hi- struggle* to escape. Humming bird* vary
In alre from specimen* perhar* half »*
large as a sparrow to those scarcely
bigger than a bee.
Flashlight Saves Step* and Tim*.
A small flashlight placed under th*
th-0
pillow will save a cold trip across
room on dark, cold morning* to deter
*
mine the correct time. It f>'*° ls
of
help In getting medicine or a drink
water, making It unnecessary to turn
on light* which would awaken members of the family.

